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INTRODUCTION

 

Over the past two years, our mixed-method case study research has examined one of the most 

successful curricular programs arising out of the civic education assistance movement: We the 

People: Project Citizen (PC).  Project Citizen is a problem-based learning curriculum for middle, 

secondary and post-secondary students developed and promoted by the Center for Civic 

Education.  The Center for Civic Education views their curriculum as one that “helps participants 

learn how to monitor and influence public policy.”  In addition, they note that participants, 

“develop support for democratic values and principles, tolerance, and feelings of political 

efficacy.”
1

 

A version of PC has been adopted by educators in more than 100 nations around the globe 

through educational assistance programs funded by the US Departments of State and Education 

and is also implemented in all 50 states in the US.  While its use varies from place to place, in 

general the curriculum involves students in learning about local government and democratic 

principals through the identification and research of local problems and issues.  Typically these 

projects result in a portfolio that is often showcased along with other students at a year-end 

event. Because of its widespread use around the world, it is important for educators in the US 

and abroad to understand the effectiveness and impact of the Project Citizen curriculum in 

classrooms around the world. By working with partners in four countries, Poland, South Africa, 

Ukraine and the US, we now have a better understanding of the strengths and challenges for 

implementing this important program and suggest possible considerations for adapting the 

program to increase its effectiveness. 

 

Research Partners and Project Citizen 

IDEI (Ohio) 

The International Democratic Education Institute brings together BGSU Faculty, community 

leaders and other educators from the US and abroad to promote democracy through education in 

such a way that students are provided the skills and knowledge necessary for them to perform 

their role as informed, responsible, committed and effective members of their respective 

democratic political systems. IDEI faculty have been conducting civic education partnerships in 

Poland, South Africa and Ukraine for more than a decade in coordination with educators in 

Alabama and Kentucky.  Through each of these partnerships, PC has been adapted and 

successfully disseminated over several years.  

 

While IDEI does not conduct PC in Ohio, its faculty regularly judge both of the We the People 

programs held by the Ohio Center for Law Related Education (OCLRE) who does trainings, 

distributes materials and organizes the project showcases.  The number of students involved in 

PC annually is hard to estimate because of the extra-curricular nature of the program.  While 

OCLRE typically has less than 10 schools represented at the State Showcase they believe that 

more schools actually use the curriculum but decide not to participate in the portfolio sharing.   

Schools that do participate in Project Citizen tend to be concentrated in Columbus, Ohio (where 

OCLRE is located) and also the Dayton and Cleveland areas.  Recent trainings in the Toledo area 

                                                 
1 Center for Civic Education website - http://www.civiced.org/index.php?page=introduction , 6/14/2007. 
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suggest that more schools may adopt the program in that part of the state as well.  In these 

schools, PC is typically used as a “special” curriculum for select groups of students.  Sometimes 

it is implemented with whole classes but more often, it is used as a club-type activity or more 

often, as part of ‘gifted student’ program.  In keeping with the curriculum design, the students 

participating in the program are 14-15 years of age in Middle Schools. 

 

Alabama  
Alabama Center for Law and Civic Education was originally part of the research program but 

after early efforts, decided to remove itself from the project because of non-project related 

circumstances.   

 

Kentucky 
We the People... The Citizen and the Constitution is implemented under the Administrative 

Office of the Court' s (AOC) Law-Related Education Division, a branch of the Department of 

Juvenile Services, managed by Patrick Yewell. Rachel Bingham, Professional Services 

Supervisor, serves as state coordinator. The program is endorsed by the Kentucky Supreme 

Court and has been in operation since 1993. Chief Justice Joseph E. Lambert and AOC Director 

Cicely Jaracz Lambert have been unwavering in their support of the Center for Civic Education's 

programs, evidenced by their willingness to commit AOC resources to a variety of education 

projects. 

 

Project Citizen is used in various elementary and middle school settings, as well as a few 

alternative sites. Typically administered at the 5
th

 and 8
th

 grades within social studies, PC is also 

used in three School Violence Prevention sites in eastern Appalachian schools and Henry Co. 

school district located 45 miles from Louisville. These schools vary in their implementation, 

with several of the schools fully using the curriculum (culminating with showcase participation) 

and others integrating or using portions of the curriculum in social studies classes as well as 

language arts or practical living classes. Last year eight schools participated at the state showcase 

competition with seven of the eight congressional districts represented. Project Citizen continues 

to grow in terms of school implementation and use in Kentucky.  

 

Poland 
Established in 1994, the Centrum Edukacji Obywatelskiej (Center for Citizenship Education, 

CCE) is a non-governmental educational foundation. CCE promotes civic knowledge, practical 

skills and attitudes that are necessary in the building of a democratic state founded on the rule of 

law and civil society. CCE also operates a non-profit teacher-training institute registered with the 

Ministry of Education and Sports.  From its beginning as a partnership between Jacek 

Strzemciezny (then at the Polish Ministry of Education) and Richard Remy (Mershon Center, 

The Ohio State University) CCE has grown to be the largest and most successful civic education 

non-governmental organization in Poland and perhaps all of Central and Eastern Europe. 

 

Project Citizen in Poland is known under the name as “Young People in Action” and is 

implemented as an extra-curricular activity. Students not only plan how to implement an activity, 

but also learn how to execute their plan of action. The Centre for Citizenship Education (CEO) 

provides students with training on the rules of the Project Citizen which includes team building 

activities, planning, dividing tasks, looking for coalition and preparing portfolios. Due to the fact 
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that the recruitment for the project is open, different types of schools apply for the support of the 

program. Students who help with the implementation of the project may come from the primary, 

lower secondary or secondary schools.  

 

South Africa 
The Center for Community and Educational Development (CCED) in Pietermaritzburg, South 

Africa is the locus of several civic education programs including Project Citizen. CCED has 

worked in cooperation with US partners in Kentucky and Ohio to develop a range of educational 

activities since 2001.   

 

The vision and mission of Project Citizen: South Africa is to promote the development of 

enlightened educators, learners and communities as responsible and actively engaged 

components of democratic society. Through the integration in the school curriculum Project 

Citizen: South Africa aims to develop learners’, educators’ and communities’ skills, knowledge, 

attitude and values to participate actively as effective and accountable citizens. Project Citizen: 

South Africa has been implemented since 2003 in Pietermaritzburg, KwaZulu-Natal and since 

2006 in the in the province of the Western Cape.  In both areas, its use spans from being used as 

a whole class, academic module of instruction to an after-school special program. 

Ukraine 
Ukraine began implementation of an adapted Project Citizen program in 2001.  The program, 

!"#$%&!'(' (“Citizen” in Ukrainian), was adapted and continues to be implemented by the All-

Ukrainian Association of Teachers of History, Social Studies and Civic Education, “NOVA 

DOBA.”  To date, more than 12,000 students have participated in the program from all across 

Ukraine predominately as an in-class activity within an elective space in the mandated national 

curriculum. 

 

Project Citizen is sometimes conducted as an independent program but also as a culminating 

project for Nova Doba’s civic education course, “We Are Citizens of Ukraine.”  Student 

participants in Project Citizen range from ages 14 – 18 years old based on grade level of 

classroom use.  The program holds several regional and a national showcase annually based on 

the varying number of teams participating each year.  The number of participating schools vary 

each year based on a variety of factors but has consistently increased over time.  Nova Doba 

conducts training workshops and offers materials free of charge to schools. 

 

Research Design

 

The rationale of the research project was to assess student learning about democracy and its 

relationship to teaching practices in the classroom. This Teaching for Democracy study was 

designed to probe the connection between student knowledge, attitudes and skills about 

democracy and teaching methods and materials used in the classroom.  Central to this inquiry 

was the hypothesis that teachers employing active methods and materials for teaching about 

democracy have a significant impact on student knowledge and attitudes about democracy. 

From the conduct of the project we sought to: 
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! assess the impact of Project Citizen on student civic knowledge, attitudes and skills in 

Poland, South Africa, Ukraine and the US (Kentucky and Ohio), and  

 

! provide cross-national analysis of Project Citizen effectiveness and programmatic design. 

 

This research took place through:  

 

(1) implementation of a student survey instrument adapted from IEA and administered to 14-

year olds on their civic knowledge, attitudes and skills, and   

 

(2) implementation of site visits and interviews of students and teachers engaged in Project 

Citizen. 

 

Both surveys included core questions that would be common to all countries but also allowed 

each country to add inventory items that would suit their own needs. The project was conducted 

in a two-stage process.  The first stage prepared and evaluated the instruments and protocols in 

the study sites.  Stage two implemented the study. 

 

The project required several steps prior, during and after implementation. 

 

Stage One: Preparation 

• Identification of total number of schools and classrooms with 14 year olds 

• Random selection of sample group of these schools and classrooms to participate as 

control 

• Selection of treatment group of schools and classrooms who use “treatment” curriculum 

• Establishing agreement with participating schools, teachers and students to conduct study 

• Translation and adaptation of IEA survey for 14 year old students 

• Development of Teacher survey 

 

Stage Two: National Implementation 
• Schedule survey instrument use in study schools and classrooms by students and teachers 

• Implementation of survey instrument for students and teachers 

• Analysis of survey results 

• Compilation of results on both survey instruments 

• Report findings 

Survey Instruments 
The project utilized two survey instruments to gather information about the current status of 

student knowledge and teaching practice for democracy. 

 

Student Survey: The core of this instrument was the publicly-released items from the 28 

country IEA study of 14 year olds.  These questions are available at: 

http://www.wam.umd.edu/~iea/   In addition, some questions were added 

to the survey to gather information on what the students perceive as the 

major teaching strategies used in their classroom.  
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Teacher Survey: This short survey questioned the teachers’ beliefs and attitudes about 

democracy and teaching.  The survey was focused mostly on teaching 

methodology used by the teacher to teach about democracy and their 

thoughts about Project Citizen. 

 

Customized questions were added by each partner for student’s in their survey group based on 

partner needs. (see Appendix 1 for the various versions of the survey)  

 

 

Research Sample Selections 

 

Research samples were drawn at random from the list of possible Project Citizen groups within 

each contextual setting.  Each country partner, was asked to submit to IDEI a list of PC 

groupings for their site.  IDEI then randomly selected fifteen PC sample sites for participation 

using a random number generator and once these sites were confirmed for participation, then 

control groups were selected for comparison.  Because of the different forms of implementation 

in different sites, sometimes these groups were classes, sometimes clubs or other specialized 

groupings.  In each case, control groups were selected in the same geographic and demographic 

area and across all sites, we used data only on students that were 14-15 years of age. Specific 

details for each site are provided below. 

 

Poland 

Thirteen cooperating lower secondary schools were randomly selected and then enlisted. All 

participating schools were administered the pre-test in November and December 2005. In April 

2006 two additional schools joined the project. We administered surveys to the participants 

totaling the number of pre-test’s administered to 15 schools and 250 students. A post-test was 

conducted in 14 Project Citizen schools with a sample size of 194 students. The control group 

consisted of 14 other schools of the same grade and 260 students. Most control schools were 

placed in the same town, except for three, which were located in the neighboring village. While 

randomly selected, most schools were located in towns with a number of inhabitants below one 

hundred thousand. Two schools were located in the large cities – Szczecin (Population, 410,000), 

seventh largest in Poland as regards the number of inhabitants, one school from another large 

city – Cz)stochowa (population, 250,000), and two schools from the cities with population 

higher than one hundred thousand. We also surveyed students from two rural communities. 

While randomized, the schools managed to represent all parts of Poland, each with a different 

historical and traditional background.  

 

The Polish side started with identifying and implementing changes necessary to adjust the survey 

to the Polish conditions and to avoid possible discrepancies, mainly connected with the social 

context. The question of migrants or even minorities raises different questions in Poland than in 

other countries. Currently, Poland is one of the most monoethnic or mononational societies in 

Europe. As the results have shown the responders treated the word nation very flexibly (there 

were also several ethnic or cultural groups pointed out). In terms of race almost all are Caucasian 

and 97% of inhabitants think about themselves as being Polish.  
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After several discussions on the approach and including the questions specific for Poland, we 

finally decided to use the translation from the IEA original study as obtaining the material 

compared in some parts to the previous research was of great value to us.
2
  

 

South Africa  
Schools were identified according to demographics, classroom sizes for research purposes and 

based on whether they were urban/rural/peri-urban. English was the medium of instruction used 

at the schools. The TFD research schools were selected from schools in KwaZulu-Natal that 

were exposed to Project Citizen Curriculum from 2003. The Center for Community and 

Educational Development (CCED) convened a meeting with all teachers involved in Project 

Citizen. Schools interested in participating in the study had to be prepared to do a matched 

comparison study utilizing a pre- and post-test attitudinal survey involving an experimental and 

control class groups of approximately 40 learners in each class. Furthermore the control and 

experimental classes had to be of the same grade, age, gender and from the same school. As 

much as possible, the classes were to be similar in size.  

 

Fifteen Project Citizen schools met these criteria and showed an interest in the study. As a result, 

the fifteen control group classes and experimental groups were selected for participation in this 

study. Furthermore, the composition of the student body in terms of socio-economic and ethnic 

characteristics were similar as they came from the same community in each school. The sample 

classes represented the demographics of the province in terms of race, ethnicity, economic 

income and geographic spread. Schools from rural, peri-urban and urban areas of the province 

participated in the study. 

 
The surveys were administered by teachers implementing Project Citizen and their school 

colleagues. Classes at each school were identified as control group and experimental group 

classes with equal numbers of participants in each group/class. Pre and post test surveys were 

administered to the experimental group (before/after exposing this group to civic education) and 

one survey to the control group. Project Citizen was administered by teachers at each school.

 

Ukraine 
Research classrooms were selected from the pool of schools who declared their interest in 

participation for the 2005-06 school year.  The complete list of schools was sent to IDEI who 

used a random number generator to select the schools and classrooms for participation in the 

study.  This randomly selected group of schools represents the Ukrainian sample for the study.  

The sample is largely representative of the overall population of the Project Citizen program in 

the country.  The sample is largely constituted of smaller, rural schools although it does contain 

some moderately sized cities as well.  The sample also contains schools from a variety of regions 

of Ukraine, which is important given the political divides in the country that largely follow the 

geographic split of East and West of the Dnipro River. 

 

The survey instruments were implemented by teachers in the selected schools after receiving 

training conducted by Nova Doba during an annual conference in September, 2005.  Student and 

                                                 
2 Our thanks to professor Krzysztof Kose*a from Warsaw University – Polish coordinator of the IEA study for 

providing us with the original translation.  
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teacher questionnaires were translated into Ukrainian from the standardized English models 

constructed by IDEI.  No additional questions were added nor were questions deleted from the 

models.  The survey instruments were implemented in both Pre and Post manner with students 

and teachers in Project Citizen classrooms.  Because of the geographic spread of the Ukrainian 

sample, our partners were unable to include control groups in their data collection.   

 

United States 
In Kentucky, the middle schools selected varied in terms of geographic location and 

demographics, as much as possible, within the constraints of matching schools that implemented 

Project citizen with control sites. A total of nine schools completed surveys - five pre and post 

sites and four control sites. These sites were schools that had prior working experiences with 

Project Citizen training or participation in other Professional Development opportunities. 

Schools were matched based as much as possible on demographic, geographic, and assessment 

data.  The survey was administered by the coordinator of the Civitas Africa partnership between 

Kentucky and IDEI.  The survey was administered with students of selected teachers and had 

teachers complete their evaluative instruments in the presence of the administrator as well. 

 

In Ohio, research classrooms were selected from the pool of schools who declared participation 

for the 2005-06 school year.  This list of potential participants was generated by contacting each 

teacher on a list of teachers who had received the copies of the curriculum provided by Ohio 

Center for Law Related Education.  After narrowing the list to those who claimed they would be 

using the materials and willing to participate in the research, a random number generator was 

used to select the five schools and classrooms for participation in the study.  By the end of the 

study, three of this group of five declined to complete their participation. Only two schools were 

able to be sampled in Ohio for the purposes of this study.  The sample is drawn from two public 

schools in the Columbus area that happen to both utilize Project Citizen as part of their ‘gifted 

student’ programming.  The survey instruments were implemented by teachers in the selected 

schools based on instructions from the researchers.  The survey instruments were implemented in 

both Pre and Post manner with students and teachers in Project Citizen classrooms.  The student 

instrument was implemented only at the end of the school year in a Post fashion for the control 

classrooms.  Qualitative interviews were conducted in both sites by IDEI faculty and data was 

entered by IDEI for analysis. 
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RESEARCH FINDINGS 

The study was designed as a mixed method research with both quantitative survey questions and 

qualitative observations and interviews to attempt to capture the full impact of the program in 

various settings.  To achieve this goal required us to involve multiple partners in four nations in a 

complex research design from a distance.  As noted earlier, our design met with several 

challenges that were outside of the control of the researchers.  Whether it was participant or 

research partner drop out or geographic constraints of the samples, we were forced with adapting 

our design and procedures to meet unexpected obstacles.  Ultimately, we were successful in 

achieving a research design that provided us with all of the types of data we sought – albeit on a 

more limited scale than originally proposed.  From our original design of pre-post, treatment-

control and quantitative-qualitative research, only Poland and South Africa were able to provide 

the data we required.  The aforementioned challenges in Ukraine and the US did not allow us to 

collect all of the desired data, but we did collect the basic student information which provides us 

the opportunity to assess, in a more limited fashion, the impact of PC in both of those sites as 

well.  

 

While the challenges of the ‘real world’ limited our study, as it does most curriculum research, 

we were able to gain important information about PC in multiple countries using multiple 

methods.  This information allows us to analyze the impact of the curriculum on student 

learning, reveal trends about its effect and make recommendations for its implementation and 

further evaluation.  The next section details our findings of both the quantitative and qualitative 

data. 

Quantitative Findings 

During the course of this study we administered questionnaires to students in four countries to 

assess the impact of Project citizen on student civic knowledge, skills and attitudes.  We 

attempted to gauge this impact in two ways involving a quasi-experimental design.  In each 

country, we surveyed students participating in Project Citizen prior to the start of the program 

(pre) and then after (post) the program was finished.  In the following report these students are 

referred to as the ‘treatment’ group since they were engaged in the program.   

 

We also surveyed a ‘control’ group of students, similar students demographically, who did not 

participate in the ‘treatment’ (PC program) but were from the same area and in most cases, 

pupils of the same school as the treatment group.  This control group was only given a post 

survey, at the same time as the treatment group received the post survey, to allow for comparison 

of student knowledge, skills and attitudes at the same point in the school year for both sets of 

students in each country. Control surveys were implemented in all sites except for Ukraine where 

conditions did not allow for this assessment. 

 

The same survey was administered each time to each set of students as noted above.  This 

approach allows us to assess Project Citizen impact in four ways: Civic Knowledge (Treatment 

Post v Pre Knowledge and  (Treatment Post v. Control Post Knowledge) and Civic

Skills/Attitudes (Treatment Post v. Pre Attitudes and Treatment Post v. Control Post).  From this 

data we can assess the extent of the impact of Project Citizen on students that participate in the 
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program and also in comparison to their classmates who did not participate in four different 

countries around the world. 

 

In keeping with standard procedures for curriculum research, the results of these surveys were all 

statistically analyzed using the ‘class’
3
 as the unit of analysis since the curriculum is used with 

all students in a bounded group.  This practice increases the difficulty of finding statistically 

significant results but also raises our confidence in such findings should they be revealed. 

 

The findings presented in the following section are organized along the two principle categories 

of Civic Knowledge and Civic Attitudes/Skills.  Within each section we present the individual 

country findings, treatment-control and pre-post, as well as the aggregate findings across the four 

countries. 

Project Citizen and Civic Knowledge 

The 14 questions that made up the Civic Knowledge section of the survey were all drawn 

directly from the IEA Civic Education study of 14 countries.  These multiple choice questions 

are a particularly important part of this survey as they allow comparison to the prior study and 

are fully validated for use.  More importantly for this study, these questions are general 

knowledge ones constructed by an independent, multi-national group and not items constructed 

specifically for Project Citizen students.  Adopting such independently developed questions 

decreases the likelihood of finding impact of Project Citizen on civic knowledge but at the same 

time it increases the importance of any impact that is revealed. 

 

This section of the assessment is also important because it addresses one of the central 

challenges to Project Citizen which is that as a curricular program it represent more of a method 

or ‘activity’ since it does not have explicit content as part of its scope.  This lack of explicit 

content also led us to include the general knowledge questions in the survey since the alternative 

would have been site specific questions that would have reduced the level of comparison. 

Treatment Group (Pre-Post Assessment) 
 

When we assess the impact of Project Citizen on civic knowledge of the students who 

participated in the program we considered the percentage of correct answers they provided for 

the fourteen civic knowledge questions and looked at the statistical significance of the average 

difference for the class for each questions between the first time they answered (pre-survey) 

before participating in Project Citizen and the second time they answered (post-survey) after they 

had completed Project Citizen. 

 

Using a TTEST procedure on the students’ answers led to the discovery of significance in only 

two of the countries, Poland and Ukraine as demonstrated in Table 1 below.   

 

                                                 
3 We use the term class here to identify a grouping of students versus individual students.  In most settings (Ukraine, 

South Africa and US) PC is being conducted within an academic, school classroom.  However this is not always the 

case and certainly is not the case in Poland.  Details on these different configurations are provided in the qualitative 

data section. 
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Table 1:  Treatment Post – Pre Civic Knowledge 

Site Mean Diff. Std. Dev. T-value P-value

PL (n = 11) .0464 .0595 2.59 .0272

SA (n = 8) .0372 .1175 .9 .3996

UA (n = 19) .0816 .1074 3.31 .0039

US (n = 6) -.015 .0942 -.4 .7085

 

The first important interpretation of these findings is that students in both Poland and Ukraine 

demonstrated statistically significant improvement in civic knowledge in the average correct 

answers after participating in Project Citizen.  This suggests a positive impact on civic 

knowledge of Project Citizen for these students.  This same positive impact is also found for 

students in South Africa although not at a statistically significant level.  The US findings are also 

not statistically significant but reveal a surprising decrease in civic knowledge for students after 

they participated in Project Citizen.  Although negative in direction, this US finding is also the 

weakest in terms of probability and substantive effect which diminishes our confidence in its 

generalizability. 
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Figure 1: Poland Civic Knowledge 
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To better understand the statistically significant results for Poland and Ukraine, requires a more 

detailed consideration of the individual question responses for each country.  These responses, 

based on individual averages per question/per country, can be found in figures 1 and 2 below. 

 

As can be seen in Figure 1, Polish students demonstrated an increase in correct responses for 9 of 

the 14 questions following their involvement in PC.  The questions demonstrating the greatest 

improvement (Q3, Q10, Q12) all involve the students interpreting provided information to arrive 

at the correct answer.  The last two of these questions involve correctly interpreting a political 

leaflet. 

 

Conversely, only four questions demonstrated a decrease in correct answers after participating in 

PC.  Three of these questions require students to select characteristics of a ‘democratic country’ 

regarding organizations, political parties and governance while the fourth is one of the 

interpretation questions reference above.  Our findings suggest that involvement in PC left 

students less certain about the functions and roles of democratic government.   
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Figure 2: Ukraine Civic Knowledge 

These findings differ from those for PC students in Ukraine (see Figure 2 below).  The Ukrainian 

student improved their percentage of correct scores on 13 of the 14 items with double digit 

increases on several questions (Q3, Q4, Q9, Q12, Q14).  Like the Polish students, the Ukrainians 

improved the most in questions that required interpretation of information.  The only question 
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that showed a decrease was on the purpose of the United Nations.  From these findings we can 

observe that the PC students demonstrated improved civic knowledge after participating in the 

program. 

 

When we consider the two cases of statistically significant results in civic knowledge we see a 

possible trend emerge.  We find that students in both Poland and Ukraine demonstrated 

improvement on items Q3, Q10, Q12.  As noted earlier, all three questions involve interpretation 

of information to answer correctly and the latter two questions concern understanding a political 

leaflet. 

 

When we factor in the other countries, whose results were not statistically significant, we find 

these same trends holding across the other countries as well.  All of the PC students surveyed 

showed overall improvement of approximately 5% in their civic knowledge as demonstrated by 

averaged percent of correct answers.  This finding is supported by statistical analysis of the data 

when we remove the national categories and reexamine average difference in Post to Pre 

percentage of correct answers for PC classes (see Table 2 below).   

 

 

Table 2:  Treatment Post – Pre Civic Knowledge all Countries 

Site Mean Diff. Std. Dev. T-value* P-value

ALL (n = 44) .0515 0.1 3.42 0.0014

 

 

Only one question of the 14 demonstrated an overall decrease in knowledge (Q13) largely as a 

result of the scores from the South African and US PC students.  That question required the 

students to distinguish a single opinion statement from three fact statements requiring a higher 

level of cognitive processing and reading that was found to be challenging to these students.  

This difficulty can be seen in the results of Poland and Ukraine as well by their lower 

improvement on that question as revealed in the civic knowledge improvement per question of 

all samples found in figure 3 below.   

 

The picture of cross-national student improvement emerges much more clearly when we average 

their percent improvement across all nations for each question.  When this is done (see Figure 4 

below) the overall improvement by PC students in civic knowledge become much more 

pronounced and excluding Question 13, can be seen to be positive and comprehensive. 
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       Figure 3: Cross-national improvement 
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Figure 4: Cross-national average improvement 
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Treatment Pre-Post Summary 
 

Students in Poland and Ukraine were found to have statistically significant difference in percent 

correct scores after participating in PC.  This difference was in a positive direction overall and 

found to be positive in all but four items in Poland and only one item in Ukraine.  Thus, we 

found statistical evidence that students participating in PC in Poland and Ukraine increased their 

civic knowledge. 

 

While analysis of student responses in South Africa and the US did not return statistically 

significant results, they did demonstrate an overall positive trend.  In both of these countries, 

students participating in PC were found to have improved their civic knowledge on almost every 

question. 

 

In fact, when looking at the findings from a cross-national perspective, students who participated 

in PC were found to exhibit increases in their civic knowledge as evidenced by their increased 

post-treatment scores on nearly every question.  Of the 56 possible results (4 countries with 14 

questions), PC students showed improved knowledge in all but 10 cases.  Thus, nearly 82% of 

the time students improved their civic knowledge while participating in PC.  When averaging all 

student percentage improvement for all countries, we find only 1 out of 14 questions to have 

demonstrated a decrease in knowledge.  So while only two of the countries provided statistically 

significant evidence that PC impacted their civic knowledge learning, all four of the countries 

demonstrated improvement in civic knowledge of their PC students by programs end.   

 

While these findings suggest that at the very least, students participating in PC continue to learn 

civic knowledge, they do not tell us whether such learning is unique to PC or is in fact consistent 

with all students in the school.  In other words, the evidence of student learning found by 

assessing pre-post results of PC student knowledge may not be a result of participating in PC but 

instead be resulting from some other learning that takes place among the same peer group.  The 

next section further elaborates the findings in this section through the inclusion of control group 

findings. 

Treatment and Control Groups (Post-Post Assessment) 

 

To better assess the effect of PC on student civic knowledge requires information and analysis of 

what non-PC students know for comparison with PC student results.  To accomplish this task we 

surveyed non-PC students with the same instrument and at the same time when we conducted the 

post survey for the PC students.  In essence, the control group findings allow us to ‘benchmark’ 

the treatment (PC) group findings for possible differences in averaged scores between the two 

groups. 

 

Using TTEST analysis on the difference in class averages of percent correct for the treatment 

and control groups found no statistically significant results at either the individual country or 

cross-national level (table 3 below).  In fact, as chart 3 notes, the mean difference in averaged 

scores between Treatment Post and Control Post less than 5% correct for any country 
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comparison.  Considering the data cross-nationally increased the effect to a little more than 8% 

but even this difference was not statistically significant. 

 

Table 3:  Treatment Post – Control Post for Civic Knowledge 

Site Mean Diff. Std. Dev. T-value* P-value

PL (n = 11) 
4.8% .0965 1.24 .2258 

SA (n = 8) 
3% .1766 .37 .7164 

US (n = 6) 
2% .1125 .03 .9739 

ALL (n = 25) 
8.1% .1951 1.76 .0819 

 

While the analysis did not reap statistically significant results, it is informative to note the 

direction and degree of difference for the knowledge items between the control and treatment 

groups.  Lacking statistical significance undermines our confidence in and our ability to 

generalize to larger populations but it does not invalidate the findings and relationships that we 

discovered in our samples.  For that reason, understanding the findings of our study can provide 

invaluable information for future research, program design and implementation. 

To find these relationships we looked at the individual responses of the Treatment and Control 

groups to compare their percentage correct for each knowledge item (figures 5, 6 & 7). 
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 Figure 5: Poland Post-Survey Results 
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South Africa Percent Correct (POST-POST)
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 Figure 6: South Africa Post-Survey Results  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 7: US Post-Survey Results 

 

 

Reviewing the individual responses to the knowledge questions between the Treatment and 

Control group reveals that the Treatment group outperformed the Control group in every country 

on almost every item. In fact, of the 42 possible responses (three countries with 14 questions 

each), only 2 questions appeared where the Control group averaged a higher percentage correct 
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than the Treatment group.  Thus, cross-nationally, more than 95% of the time, the PC students 

outperformed the Control group on civic knowledge. These exceptions happened in the Poland 

and South African treatment – control comparisons.  It should also be noted that the differences 

between each group in Poland and the US were relatively small.  The largest differences were 

found in the South African cases.
4
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Figure 8: Cross-national PC student improvement 

 

 

This overall improvement in the Treatment group in comparison to the Control group in each 

studied country is even more visible when we consider the average individual responses for each 

item for each country (figure 8).  When we look at this difference in average correct answers in 

terms of Treatment minus Control we derive the percentage of improvement of PC on student 

civic knowledge. Comparing these results cross-nationally provides a snapshot of the overall 

improvement of PC students civic knowledge compared to control group students each country.  

 

By averaging this improvement for all cases, we make visible the areas of the knowledge items 

where students showed the greatest average correct answers when compared to the control group.  

This allows us to note the particular knowledge items where PC student showed the most 

improvement cross-nationally (figure 9). 

                                                 
4 At first glance this may seem contrary to the statistical data in Chart 3.  However, the mean difference in that chart 

factors in the negative relationship found in question 13 (Control outperforms Treatment) which has a dramatic 

effect on the overall score.  Removing this counter-example reveals that the SA Treatment group actually 

demonstrated the largest difference in average percentage correct in our study. 
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Figure 9: Average Improvement by Item 
 

 

Treatment-Control, Post-Post Summary 
 

While our analysis did not reveal statistically significant differences between the average 

percentage of correct answers between treatment and control classrooms on the civic knowledge 

section of the post-survey, we did find other important results.  When looking at the individual 

responses for trends in comparative responses between the Treatment and Control groups, we 

discovered that the PC students consistently outperformed the Control group on nearly every 

civic knowledge item in each country studied.  While this improvement in civic knowledge was 

not statistically significant it is substantively significant in its degree of comprehensiveness and 

its persistence across multiple items and countries. 

 

More importantly, when we look at the cross-national data we find that by eliminating the one 

outlier (question 13) PC students improved from 3% – 12% in civic knowledge over their peers 

in our study.  While statistical significance for these results would increase our confidence in the 

general applicability of the findings to large populations, its absence does not diminish the fact 

that the PC students participating in our study, in three different countries, all demonstrated 

improved civic knowledge when compared to their peers. 
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Project Citizen and Civic Attitudes/Skills 

 

The second part of the survey was designed to collect information on student civic attitudes and 

skills to assess the effect of Project Citizen.  The majority of the items in this section were also 

gleaned from the publicly released IEA survey but it also included several questions prepared by 

WestEd to provide an additional point of reference for prior research on PC conducted by that 

organization.  Thus, the survey was largely constructed of items that did not have any direct 

relationship to PC which provided an independence of standards regarding civic attitudes/skills 

and largely removed the possibility of bias towards constructing an instrument directed towards 

PC-related effects.  Moreover, because these are attitudes/skills the definition of what is ‘more 

democratic’ is open to interpretation.  For that reason, we report the results as they scale in each 

category instead of presupposing a bias towards US democratic practice on international 

samples. 

 

Since these items were part of the overall instrument, as the previously discussed knowledge 

items above, description of the research sampling and analysis is the same as presented earlier in 

this quantitative section.  What differs is the greater degree of statistically significant effects 

found in the analysis of the results in both the treatment groups pre and post survey as well as the 

treatment v. control group comparison.  Those results are all detailed in the following sections. 

 

Treatment Group (Pre-Post Assessment) 

The civic attitudes/skills section of the survey included a total of 70 Likert scale items that 

spanned a variety of issues and responses in multiple choice format as shown in table 4 below. In 

keeping with the analysis of the students’ civic knowledge, we first considered the possibility of 

Project Citizen’s effect on students in the program.  By looking at the difference in class average 

score for each item in this section of PC students before and after they participated in Project 

Citizen, we hope to capture any change in students’ attitudes and skills while in the program.   

 

With a total of 280 possible responses ( 4 countries with 70 questions each) only 31 items 

demonstrated statistical significance.  This number represents only 11% of the total number of 

possibilities provided statistically significance change in students’ attitudes/skills after they had 

participated in Project Citizen.  These significant questions neither repeat across the countries 

nor are they equally distributed.  The students in Poland demonstrated the most statistically 

significance differences (18 questions) in their scores between Pre and Post survey 

implementation.  The United States was next in total number (9) while South Africa and Ukraine 

had the same amount (2 each).  Details of each of these statistically significant findings from the 

Treatment Pre-Post test follows. 

 

Poland demonstrated the largest number of statistically significant differences in averaged class 

responses.  These questions fell across five of the civic attitude/skills sections and thus show a 

wide variety of change.  In figures 10 and 11 below, the Polish students’ pre-post responses to 

two sections regarding the functioning of democratic government demonstrated several 

statistically significant answers.   
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Table 4:  Attitudes and skills sections and responses 

Categories Questions Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4 Option 5 

What is good and bad for 

democracy? 
A1-A16 Very bad 

Somewhat 

bad 

Somewhat 

good 
Very good 

Don’t 

know/doe

sn’t 

apply 

An adult who is a good citizen B1-B10 
Not 

important 

Somewhat 

unimportant 

Somewhat 

important 

Very 

important 

Don’t 

know 

What responsibilities should 

government have? 
C1-C10 

Definitely 

should not 

be 

Probably 

should not 

be 

Probably 

should be 

Definitely 

should be 

Don’t 

know 

When you are an adult, what do 

you expect that you will do? 
M1-M10 

I will 

certainly 

not do this 

I will 

probably not 

do this 

I will do 

I will 

certainly 

do this 

Don’t 

know 

As part of a school assignment 

or for some other reason, have 

you gathered information on 

problems in your community or 

country from: 

O5-O10 Never Sometimes Often   

Within the last six months, have 

you as a part of a class 

assignment or for some other 

reason 

O11-O17 Did not do 
Have 

considered 
Once 

More than 

once 
 

Please indicate how strongly 

you agree or disagree with the 

following statements 

O19-O23 
Strongly 

disagree 
Disagree Agree 

Strongly 

agree 
 

 

In figure 10, Polish students taking PC indicated that expectations of immigrants giving up 

languages and customs were “Somewhat bad” for democracy.   After Project Citizen, these 

students decreased their averaged response almost a whole category implying that such actions 

What is good and bad for democracy?

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

A5: When immigrants are expected to give up languages and customs

Pre Data Post Data

Very Good for Democracy 

Figure 10: Poland "Good for Democracy" responses 
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are to be considered “Very bad” for democracy.   This change in attitude represents an increased 

understanding and tolerance of ethnic minorities in a country that is becoming the gateway for 

other Eastern Europeans into the European Union. 

    

Figure 11 asks the students to state their agreement on the  responsibilities that government 

should have in their country. This particular graph shows students responses to government 

responsibility concerning issues such as health care, industry, providing free and basic education, 

and reducing the difference in income and wealth among people.  In every category, the average 

response was higher post Project Citizen than before Project Citizen was used, raising each by a 

margin of .25 to .75.   This difference in class averaged scores represented a move toward more 

responsibilities of government especially in the case of wealth distribution. 

 

What responsibilities should government have?

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

C3: To provide basic health care

for everyone

C4: To provide industries with the

support they need to grow

C5: to reduce difference in income

and wealth among people

C6: To provide free basic

education for all

Pre Data Post Data

Definitely should be the government’s responsibility 

Figure 11: Poland Government Responsibilities 

The next section of statistically significant questions (figure 12) highlights students’ future 

willingness to take part in political participation, with nine separate categories detailing some 

level of involvement or activity.  In each category, students raised their average response, 

indicating a higher likely of participating in such activities after participating in Project Citizen.  

The largest changes occurred in questions where students average response increased by a whole 

category saying that they were more likely to collect signatures for a petition and also to 

participate in a non-violent protest after being involved in Project Citizen.  These responses to 

both questions hint at increased belief in active non-violent protest. 
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When you are an adult, what do you expect that you will do?

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

M2: Join a

political party

M3: Write

letters to a

newspaper

about social

and political

concerns

M4: Be a

candidate for a

local or city

office

M5: Volunteer

timer to help

poor or elderly

people in the

community

M6: Collect

money for a

social cause

M7: Collect

signatures for

a petition

M8: Participate

in a non-

violent protest

march or rally

M9: Spray-

paint protest

slogans on

walls

M10: occupy

public

buildings as a

form of protest

Pre Data Post Data

I will certainly do this 

Figure 12:  Poland adult actions 

 

The next area of 

statistically 

significant 

responses occurs 

in a skills section 

where Polish 

students showed 

an increase in 

usage of both 

media resources 

and government 

offices as a means 

to collect data for 

a school 

assignment after 

participating in 

Project Citizen.  

As apparent in 

figure 13, the 

increase of usage 

As part of a school assignment or for some other reason, have you gathered information on 

problems in your community or country from:

1.00

2.00

3.00

O5:  Media resources (eg. newspapers, radio, television, internet,

library)

O9: Government offices

Pre Data Post Data

Often 

Figure 13: Poland Information Collected 
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of media resources 

and government 

office contact 

hovered around the 

‘sometimes’ 

frequency though 

more prevalent for 

the non-government 

sources.  This 

increase suggests 

that Polish students 

increased their non-

school/textbook 

collection of 

information while 

participating in PC.   

Within the last six months, have you as a class assignment or for some other reason:

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

O11: Spoken with a government official about problems in your

community?

O12: Tried to get other people to support your solution to a problem in

your community or country?

Pre Data Post Data

More than once 

  

Likewise, figure 14 

shows a similar 

trend toward non-

traditional 

collection of civic 

information.  In 

their responses, 

students showed an 

increase in using 

government official 

contacts or 

community 

involvement as part 

of a school 

assignment after 

completing Project 

Citizen.  Each item 

showed a slight 

increase of .25 

suggesting a more 

engaged, 

community-oriented 

sense of 

involvement by the 

students.   

Figure 15: Poland Class Assignment 

What is good and bad for democracy?

1

2

3

4

Pre Data Post Data

A16: When people peacefully protest against a law they believe to be unjust

Pre Data Post Data

Very Good for Democracy 

Figure 14: South Africa "Good for Democracy"  

Both South African 

and Ukrainian students provided statistically significant results for the ‘Good for democracy’ 

category of the survey.  In neither case, however, were the responses as much as a category 
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What is good and bad for democracy?

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

Pre Data Post Data

A15: When wealthy business people have more influence on government than others

Pre Data Post Data

Very Good for Democracy 

change in 

attitudes.  The 

South African 

students were 

shown to have 

increased the 

average response 

regarding whether 

or not peaceful 

protest is good or 

bad for 

democracy.  Pre-

Project Citizen 

students answered 

at 3.0, saying that 

it is somewhat 

good for 

democracy when 

people protest 

peacefully against 

an unjust law, and 

post-Project Citizen they seemed more sure of its appropriateness. (see figure 15)   

Figure 16: Ukraine "Good for Democracy" 

 

On the other 

hand, Ukrainian 

students showed 

an average 

response of 2.0 

concerning 

whether wealthy 

business people 

having more 

influence on 

government than 

others is good or 

bad for 

democracy.  Upon 

completion of 

Project Citizen, 

the average 

response 

decreased to 

below 2.0, and 

closer to a 

response of it being ‘very bad for democracy’. (see figure 16) 

How effective are you for each of the following characteristics?

1

2

3

4

Pre Data Post Data

O20: I feel that I am ready to take part in a political and public life

Pre Data Post Data

Very Effective 

Figure 17: South Africa Effectiveness 
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The South 

African students 

also demonstrated 

significant 

difference in 

responses for a 

question 

regarding their 

effectiveness in 

certain civic 

skills.  After 

completing 

Project Citizen, 

these students 

believed they 

were more ready 

to take part in a 

political and 

public life than 

before 

participating in 

the program.   While statistically significant, their responses were only slightly different in 

substantive interpretation.  

An adult who is a good citizen

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

Pre Data Post Data

B5: Follows political issues in the newspaper, on the radio or on TV

Pre Data Post Data

Very Important 

Figure 18: Ukraine "Good Citizen" 

 

The Ukrainian 

students 

demonstrated 

statistically 

significant 

answers after 

participating in 

Project Citizen 

when questioned 

about traits of a 

‘good citizen’.  In 

this case, the 

Ukrainian 

students believed 

that following 

political issues in 

the media was not 

as important than 

before their PC 

participation.  

This is likely a 

reflection of the 

What is good and bad for democracy?

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

Pre Data Post Data

A16: When people peacefully protest against a law they believe to be unjust

Pre Data Post Data

Very Good for Democracy 

Figure 19: US "Good for Democracy" 
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large debate about the ‘independence’ of the press in that country.  

 

Students in the US 

demonstrated the 

second largest 

statistically 

significant results 

in the comparison 

of pre-post 

attitudes/skills.  

These students 

showed changes 

in attitudes and 

skills in nearly 

every category of 

the survey with 

the most occurring 

in the section 

concerning 

activities they 

were recently 

engaged in as part 

of a class 

assignment.   

An adult who is a good citizen

4.00

1.00

2.00

3.00

Pre Data Post Data

B2: Votes in every election

Pre Data Post Data

Very important 

Figure 20: US "Good Citizen" 

 

When questioned 

on what was good 

or bad for 

democracy, the 

US student’s 

response was 

quite telling.  

After 

participating in 

PC, these students 

were more likely 

to respond that it 

was more bad for 

democracy for 

people to 

peacefully protest 

(figure 19).   

What responsibilities should government have?

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

Pre Data Post Data

C5: To reduce differences in income and wealth among people

Pre Data Post Data

Definitely should be the government’s responsibility 

 

Similarly, they 

were also less 

likely to see 

Figure 21: US "Government Responsibilities" 
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When you are an adult, what do you expect you will do?

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

Pre Data Post Data

M5: Volunteer time to help poor or elderly people in the community

Pre Data Post Data

I will certainly do this 

voting in every 

election as being 

very important to 

good citizenship 

(figure 20).  It is 

possible that both 

of these surprising 

results come from 

their growth in 

understanding of 

and feelings of 

efficacy in 

citizenship gained 

from participating 

in PC.  While 

these findings 

were statistically 

significant their 

substantive 

significance is 

very limited since 

neither question 

showed a true 

change in 

category of 

responses, just a 

matter of degree 

of commitment to 

the answer. 

Figure 22: US "Adult Expectations" 

 

The US students 

also responded in 

a statistically 

significant 

manner regarding 

the 

appropriateness of 

government 

intervention in 

reducing the 

differences in 

income and 

wealth among 

people.  After participating in PC, the students were more likely to believe that such intervention 

was definitely the government’s responsibility (figure 21). 

Within the last six months, have you as a part of a class assignment or for some other 

reason:

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

O11: Spoken with a

government official about

problems in your

community?

O12: Tried to get other

people to support your

solution to a problem in

your community or

country?

O13: Written a letter to a

government official?

O15: Attended a local

council meeting?

O17: Met with members of

interest groups to obtain

information?

Pre Data Post Data

More than once 

Figure 23:  US class assignment findings 
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Another surprising result from the US students were found in their responses to what they would 

do as adults.  The US students were less likely to envision themselves in volunteering time to 

help the elderly after participating in PC (figure 22).  

 

Lastly, statistically significant differences in student average responses were found in the section 

concerning their activities as part of a class assignment.  We found that after participating in PC, 

the US students were more likely to have been involved in civic action (figure 23) as represented 

by contacting officials or gathering local information. 

 

Figure 24 (below) captures the cross-national distribution of significant findings of the PC 

students.  Clearly Poland exhibited the largest number of statistically significant findings (18 

questions) and the US was second in number (9 questions).  Looking across all of the results a 

few trends emerge.  The first is that a significant difference was found in every category of the 

survey thereby validating its use.  The next is that the category of questions that demonstrated 

the most cross-national significance was concerned with the students’ understanding of what was 

‘good or bad’ for democracy with each country represented.  The category of questions that had 

the largest number of significant questions was about ‘Adult Expectations’ because of the large 

number of responses from Poland.   
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Figure 24: Cross-national PC student findings 
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Treatment Pre-Post Summary 
 

While we found only 11% of the responses to the Civic Attitudes/Skills questions to be 

statistically different for students after they had participated in PC some were found for each 

country site.  Students in Poland and the US were found to have the greatest number of 

statistically significant questions while only two questions were found to be significant for the 

South African and Ukrainian groups.  Significant questions were found for every part of the 

survey which validates its effectiveness. 

 

For Poland, the PC students were found to demonstrate the greatest amount of change in the 

areas of Adult Expectations where they consistently noted that they expected to be a more active 

citizen when they become adults after participating in the program.  The Polish students also 

demonstrated greater expectations for their government after participating in PC.  Their 

responses to four questions demonstrated statistically significant differences after participating in 

the program regarding what should be responsibilities of government. We also found that the 

Polish PC students attitudes were more supportive of democracy upholding immigrant rights 

after participating in the program.  In the Civic Skills areas, after participating in PC, the Polish 

students were more likely to have engaged in more active citizenship activities than before the 

program. 

 

The US students demonstrated the second most change in their Civic Attitudes/Skills with 

significant differences in five of the seven possible areas.  This change was represented by only 

one significant finding for all but the Class Assignment category.  Like the Polish PC students, 

the US PC students reported that they were more involved in active citizenship activities after 

participating in the program.  They also mirrored the Polish PC students in their increased 

expectations for government to be more responsible for reducing the income disparities.  The 

most surprising findings from the US students were their responses that run contrary to most 

expectations regarding US citizenship attitudes and skills.  We found the US PC students to be 

less supportive of several traditional US democratic citizenship attitudes after participating in the 

program.   After PC, these students were less likely to see peaceful protest as good for 

democracy, expect to volunteer for the poor and elderly as adults or view voting as important for 

good citizenship.   

 

The statistical findings for both the South African and Ukrainian PC students were much fewer 

in number.  After participating in PC, the South African students were found to be, in contrast to 

the US PC students, to see value in peaceful protest for democracy and had an increased sense of 

efficacy in the civic skills.  Likewise, the Ukrainian PC students believe high influence of the 

wealthy of the wealthy in government as bad for democracy and good citizenship requiring 

active acquisition of political issues after participating in the program. 

 

While these findings suggest that at the very least, students participating in PC demonstrated 

limited change in Civic Attitudes/Skills, they do not tell us whether this is a result of PC, 

learning that takes place among the same peer group or as a reaction to events within their 

particular context.  The next section using control group comparison will assist us in 

understanding this relationship. 
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Treatment and Control Groups (Post-Post Assessment) 

 

While the PC students did demonstrate some statistically significant changes in civic 

attitudes/skills it is difficult to understand these findings without a comparison to students who 

did not participate in PC.  To gain this perspective, we also administered the attitude/skills 

survey to the control group students in each school.  As with the knowledge section, we surveyed 

non-PC students with the same instrument and at the same time when we conducted the post 

survey for the PC students.  In essence, the control group findings allow us to ‘benchmark’ the 

treatment (PC) group findings for possible differences in averaged scores between the two 

groups.  In addition, any overlap in questions between the two different comparisons (Treatment 

Pre-Post & Treatment/Control Post-Post) increases our confidence in that particular finding. 

 

When we consider statistical significance of student responses we find the same pattern in this 

Treatment-Control analysis as we discovered in the Treatment Pre-Post analysis.  That pattern 

being that Poland returned the largest number of statistically significant responses (13) and the 

US had the second largest number (6).  Poland’s responses spanned five different question 

categories, the US spanned three and South Africa just two.  From this simple tabulation, it 

would once again appear that PC seemed to have a greater effect in Poland than in our other 

countries. 

 

Two questions returned statistically significant response differences in the “What is good or bad 

for democracy” category for Poland.  As seen in figure 25, Polish PC students were more likely  

 

What is good and bad for democracy?

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

!8: When many different organizations are available for people to

belong to

!15: When wealthy business people have more influence on

government than others

Poland Treatment Poland Control

Very good for democracy 

Figure 25: Poland Post - Good for Democracy findings 
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to believe that different organizations in society strengthens democracy and the influence of 

wealthy business weakens it.  Substantively, this difference in answers between PC and non-PC 

students is even more important given that the averaged responses of the two groups cross the 

response levels. 

 

The Polish PC students also demonstrated differences in responses concerning adult expectations 

that were statistically significant from their non-PC peers.   

 

When you are an adult, what do you expect you will do?

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

M1: Vote in national elections M3: Write letters to a newspaper

about social and political concerns

M7: Collect signatures for a

petition

M8: Participate in a non-violent

protest march or rally

Poland Treatment Poland Control

I will certainly do this 

Figure 26: Poland (Post) Adult Expectations 

 All of these responses, except one, point to PC students holding more active perspectives of 

citizenship as adults.  This active perspective may even hold some answers to the somewhat 

counter-intuitive finding on question M3 where the non-PC students were more likely to say that 

they would write letters.  After participating in PC, the treatment group students seem to no 

longer find that as an acceptable alternative as their non-PC peers perhaps because it is too 

passive. 

 

The next question with statistical significance is also related to the PC students’ perception of the 

media.  In the section of questions concerning gathering information about problems in their 

country, the non-PC students were more likely to say they had often used media resources than 

the PC students.  While both responses were within the same general response category 

(sometimes) the average of the non-PC students put them much more closely to ‘Often’ (see 
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figure 27 below).  

Part of 

understanding this 

finding is also 

found in the 

nature of the 

Polish PC 

program which is 

explained in the 

qualitative 

analysis of data. 

 

This same 

qualitative 

information will 

assist in 

understanding the 

findings for the 

class assignment 

questions.  In the 

statistically 

significant responses to these questions we find the same trend of non-PC students expressing 

more traditional active citizenship education activities (figure 28).  In these questions we find 

that the PC 

students were  

As part of a school assignment or for some other reason, have you gathered information on 

problems in your community or country from:

1.00

2.00

3.00

O5: Media Resources (e.q. newspapers, radio, television, internet, library)

Poland Treatment Poland Control

Often

Figure 27: Poland (Post) Information Collection 

Within the last six months, have you as a part of a class assignment or for some other 

reason:

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

O11: Spoken with a government official about

problems in your community?

O12: Tried to get other people to support your

solution to a problem in your community or

country?

O17: Met with members of interest groups to

obtain information?

Poland Treatment Poland Control

More than once 
less likely to 

respond that they 

had actively 

engaged with 

different 

constituencies 

outside their 

school on class 

assignments.  

Clearly, given the 

standard conduct 

of PC, this is a 

surprising finding 

in need of more 

detailed 

explanation.  This 

same trend 

continues in the 

next finding. 
Figure 28: Poland (Post) Class Assignment 
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When responding 

to questions about 

their cooperation 

with others to 

handle problems 

in their 

community, the 

Polish PC 

students were less 

likely to ‘Agree” 

than the non-PC 

students (figure 

29).  Not only 

does this finding 

seem counter-

intuitive to result 

from expected PC 

results but it also 

conflicts with the 

findings when 

these same 

students were 

asked about their effectiveness at certain civic skills.  When asked about their effectiveness the 

Polish PC students believe themselves to be more effective at communicating and cooperating 

with others than 

their non-PC 

peers (figure 30).   

Indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

O21: I have cooperated with others to handle the problems in my community

Poland Treatment Poland Control

Strongly agree 

Figure 29: Poland (Post) Cooperation with others 

Figure 30: Poland (Post) Effectiveness 

 

How effective are you for each of the following characteristics

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

O24: Communicating your ideas with others O25: Co-operating with others

These two 

findings taken 

together would 

suggest that 

Polish student’s 

sense of  civic 

empowerment 

was increased by 

participating in 

PC while they 

were actually less 

experienced in 

using civic 

activities and 

skills.   Poland Treatment Poland Control

Very Effective 
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The South African PC student responses after completing the program differed on only two 

questions from 

non-PC student 

responses at a 

statistically 

significant level.  

The first such 

question occurred 

in the section on 

what is good or 

bad for 

democracy.  

 

 The PC students 

were more likely 

to view peaceful 

protest as very 

good for 

democracy than 

their non-PC 

peers (figure 31).  

The other question 

that demonstrated 

statistically significant differences concerned students’ perceptions of good citizenship.  On this 

question, the PC students were more likely to view voting as a very important activity for 

citizenship than 

their non-PC 

peers (figure 32). 

What is good and bad for democracy?

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

A16: When people peacefully protest against a law they believe to be unjust

South Africa Treatment South Africa Control

Very good for democracy 

Figure 31: South Africa (Post) Good for Democracy 

An adult who is a good citizen

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

B2: Votes in every election

South Africa Treatment South Africa Control

Very important 

 

Taken together 

these two findings 

demonstrate that 

PC students belief 

in traditional 

citizenship and 

democracy were 

enhanced by their 

participation in 

the program. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 32: South Africa (Post) Good Citizen 
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The US students 

responses also 

yielded interesting 

results when we 

compared the 

responses of PC 

students after the 

program with 

non-PC students 

at the same time.  

We found six 

questions that 

elicited responses 

from these groups 

different enough 

to be statistically 

significant.  These 

six questions 

cross three areas 

of the Civic 

Attitudes/Skills 

section and mostly reflected the active teaching and learning methodology of the PC program. 

An Adult who is a good citizen

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

B10: Is patriotic and loyal to the country

US Treatment US Control

Very Important 

Figure 33: US (Post) Good Citizen 

 

The only question from these six that was not a reflection of the methodology also produced a 

surprising result.  When PC and non-PC students were asked about what an adult citizenship the 

non-PC student were more likely to see patriotism and loyalty to the country as very important 

(figure 32).  

While this 

difference is 

statistically 

significant, the 

degree of 

difference 

substantively is 

not.   

How strongly do you agree or disagree?

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

O21: I have cooperated with others to handle the problems in my community.

US Treatment US Control

Strongly agree 

 

Figure 34 is 

indicative of the 

responses that 

reflect PC 

methodology 

given that the PC 

students reported 

more cooperation 

with others to 

handle 
Figure 34: US (Post) Cooperation on Community Problems 
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community problems than their non-PC counterparts.  This same trend is reflected in the 

responses to questions in the survey asking about class assignment activities.  In this section, the 

US PC students were much more likely to report multiple occurrences of active civic 

participation (Figure 35). 

 

Within the last six months, have you as a part of a class assignment or for some other 

reason:

1.00

2.00

3.00

O11: Spoken with a government

official about problems in you

community?

O12: Tried to get other people to

support your solution to a problem

in your community or country?

O13: Written a letter to a

government official?

O14: Phoned a government

official?

US Treatment US Control

More than once 

Figure 35: US (Post) Class Assignments 

Figure 36 (below) captures the cross-national distribution of significant findings for the Post-PC 

results.  Once again, Poland exhibited the largest number of statistically significant findings (11 

questions) and the US was second in number (6 questions).  Looking across all of the results a 

few trends emerge.  The first is that a significant difference was found in every category of the 

survey thereby validating its use.  The next is that the category of questions that demonstrated 

the most cross-national significance was concerned with activities conducted as part of class 

assignments and secondly with their expectations of what they would do as adults.  In addition, 

four categories of questions (Good for Democracy, Good Citizen, Class Assignment and 

Informed and involved) also returned results from multiple countries demonstrating some cross-

national impact of PC on these civic attitudes and skills. 

 

When we compare these Treatment-Control Post findings to the Treatment Pre-Post findings 

there are several questions with overlapping significance. Figure 37 below shows the distribution 

of these questions and notes the question for each country.  As can also be seen from this figure, 

only two questions (011 & 012) demonstrate statistical significance across multiple countries as 
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Comparison of post-post country results by survey category
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Effectiveness
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Poland South Africa United States*Statistically significant findings only 

Figure 36:  Cross-national comparison (Post-Post) 

well as pre-post and post-post analysis.  Both of these questions are in the section concerning 

class assignment activities. 

 

  
Questions with overlapping significance
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 Figure 37: Cross-national overlapping significance 
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Treatment-Control, Post-Post Summary  

 

From our analysis comparing the PC student responses to those of their control group peers we 

discovered 21 survey items that demonstrated statistically significant differences.  This is a mere 

8% of the 280 questions possible (4 countries with 70 questions each). 

 

While our analysis did not reveal a large number of statistically significant differences between 

the average responses between treatment and control classrooms on the Civic Attitudes/Skills 

section of the post-survey, we did find some important results.  Once again, Poland returned the 

largest number of statistically significant results (13) that appear in nearly every section of the 

survey.  These results are nearly evenly divided between expected and contrary results to what 

most would expect as ‘democratic’ responses.  On one hand, the Polish PC students responded 

that many organizations were positive for democracy while excessive influence by wealthy was 

negative for democracy, that as adults they expected to vote, collect signatures and participate in 

non-violent protest and that they were more effective in communicating ideas and cooperating 

than their non-PC peers.  At the same time, we find their non-PC peers were more likely to 

respond that as Adults they would write letters to newspapers and most surprising of all, to have 

been engaged in more ‘active’ citizenship activities than the PC students. 

 

 The US PC students had six statistically significant results when compared to their non-PC 

peers.  These all trended in the direction with the PC students all averaging answers that are more 

commonly associated with active democratic citizenship except for one.  The one unexpected 

finding was that the non-PC students were more likely to associate being patriotic and loyal to 

the US as being very important for good citizenship.  Otherwise, the US PC students 

demonstrated stronger Civic Skills on five statistically significant questions related to 

cooperating with others on community problems and conducting citizenship activities as part of 

class. 

 

Lastly, the South African PC students returned two questions with statistically significant results.  

In these two questions, they were more likely to recognize peaceful protest as good for 

democracy and that a good citizen votes in every election.  Results for both questions point 

toward the PC students being more democratic in a traditional sense. 

 

When we consider the statistically significant results from both the PC students and the PC 

students in comparison to their non-PC peers, we find only 10 questions out of a possible 420 

(three countries with 70 questions taken twice) overlapping between the two analyses of the 

students.  This represents a mere 2% of the total possible questions on Civic Attitudes/Skills 

showing consistent statistical significance across the two tests.  That said, given the high 

threshold established for significance and the variety of cases and complexity of curriculum 

research, this is clear evidence that participating in Project Citizen does impact student Civic 

Attitudes/Skills.  More importantly, our findings also suggest that the degree and type of impact 

is programmatically and possibly culturally conditioned.   

 

To better understand the programmatic and cultural issues that may be impacting these results we 

also engaged in some limited qualitative research.  Those findings are presented in the next 

section and they help us better understand the impact that PC is having on students. 
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Qualitative Findings 

To gain a better understanding of the impact of PC, we attempted to collect data on its 

implementation in the various partnerships.  Unfortunately, this effort fell far short of its 

objective due to a variety of factors.  The distances involved in site selection in Ukraine 

precluded a rigorous collection of qualitative information that we would find reliable.  In the US, 

the loss of Alabama from the study along with the failure of several schools in Ohio to complete 

their surveys combined to reduce our confidence in any qualitative reporting on our US partners.  

Therefore, we were only able to collect reliable qualitative data on the PC in Poland and South 

Africa.  The findings provided in the next section are select summaries of the qualitative data 

collect that has importance to further interpretation of the quantitative  

 

Qualitative Data for Poland 

 

Qualitative data was collected through a variety of means over the course of the 2005-2006 

academic year.  After selecting the sample schools randomly to participate in the TFD study an 

effort was made to visit each of the schools and communities chosen.  Individuals were trained 

on a set of interview questions and a site visit protocol. A selection of the interviews were 

conducted in October, 2005.  A second set of interviews and site visits were collected in 

February of 2006. 

 

Over the course of the 2005-2006 school year in Poland almost 100 schools developed Project 

Citizen projects.  Altogether over 2000 teachers and students worked to complete a local project 

focused on a community issue.  Teachers report finding out about Project Citizen from leaflets 

and the website of the Center for Citizenship Education.  Some are even encouraged by students 

to apply to become part of the program. 

 

Initially training is provided over a two day period to the classroom teachers.  This training 

focused on the use of project methods of teaching and also the role of the teacher as a supporter 

of youth activity.  This altering of the traditional Polish teacher role and methodology is a 

significant aspect of the program and mentioned by almost every teacher interviewed. 

 

In an important finding, student leaders also participated in a parallel training that also lasted 

over five hours.  These student leaders were trained on the project method, identifying 

community issues, and leading the tasks. They were taught how to prepare a plan, build a team 

and divide the roles.   

 

When asked how the teachers proceed to work with the students it is clear that the training 

impacts the manner in which teachers approach the task.  Interviewed teachers talked about 

“assisting”, “let them act on their own”, “Students should mobilize peers on their own.” Many of 

the teachers also talked about the clear fit with the curriculum.  All were teachers of civics, 

specifically the KOSS curriculum if they were in the middle schools.  As one teacher said, “I 

teach the students (about) civil society and the necessity of civic engagement.  In that project 

students gained practice for the theory taught.”  Teachers interviewed described the natural way 
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that the projects fit the section on community they were expected to teach during civic education 

class. 

 

As a result of the visits being spread across the year it became clear that Project Citizen is 

implemented in such a manner that it is ongoing, meets weekly or biweekly and that the various 

steps (planning, research, action) occur over a significant part of the school year.  These classes 

and meetings occur in the afternoon after the normal class time.  They are extra meetings.  By 

February many of the projects were already planned or in process, they had been the topic of 

local media coverage and were engaged in fundraising activities designed to pay for aspects of 

the projects. 

 

The biggest issues that were raised in the interview process reflect an important aspect of Project 

Citizen in Poland.  Student groups are expected to identify an issue, propose a solution and, most 

importantly, put that solution into action.  As a result challenges have included fundraising for 

the cost of projects and also how to deal with failure when the local city council says no to a 

project idea.  Some teachers also discussed the struggle of the students to see all of the logistical 

issues embedded in their solutions and project ideas. 

 

However, teachers often talked of the prospect of the national showcase, a chance to share ideas 

with peers from across Poland as a key aspect of the motivation.  The schools feel the positive 

energy of the projects, pride from the head teacher (Principal) about the way the projects add to 

the community profile of the school, and the significant media coverage the projects are 

provided.   

 

Teachers described significant things that they saw students gaining by participation in Project 

Citizen.  The described the students as “more active”, “self-confident”, self-independence”, and 

that they demonstrated entrepreneurship.  For middle school students and young high school 

students to accomplish a learning task that , as one teacher put it, “makes (them) courageous in 

contacts with institutions and strangers” is a significant step in many of these communities and 

schools. 

 

Parents and community members are very supportive of the projects.  They understand what 

their children gain from participating in Project Citizen according to the teachers interviewed.  In 

some projects the community is surveyed and often parents or community members are involved 

in putting the identified solution into action.  And for a number of schools, the local media 

attention on TV. or in the press is also a significant positive. 

 

The culmination of the Project Citizen program in Poland is the national showcase.  Held in June 

of 2006, the showcase involves student groups arriving in a central Warsaw location and 

displaying the various aspects of the steps of their project.  The Center for Citizenship Education 

headquartered in Warsaw, the sponsor of Project Citizen in Poland, also brings together other 

youth projects from programs such as Young Citizens Against Corruption and Polish Literary 

Atlas all designed around the project method and student leadership.  At the 2006 showcase over 

200 students and 40 teachers presented 42 Project Citizen projects. 
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Qualitative Data for South Africa

 

In South Africa, Project Citizen is implemented as both a whole-class and an after-school 

curriculum and our sample includes both types.  So like the Polish sample, some of the students 

in the research are ones who have self-selected to participate in PC based upon their personal 

interest and ability.  However, unlike the Polish sample, some in the South Africa sample are 

also participating in Project Citizen as part of an in-school, whole-class curriculum.  Thus the 

two groups, Polish and South African, are quite different in the make up of the student 

participants and how the curriculum is actually implemented.  Another important aspect for 

understanding the South African program is that the whole PC module is completed during a six-

week period by Life Orientation teachers who are focusing mostly on the process aspects of the 

program. 

 

Interviews were conducted with six teachers in Durban and four in Pietermaritzburg where 

several themes emerged that were important for understanding the other findings.  The first of 

these is the empowerment of both learners and teachers that results from implementing PC.  

Resonating from all the interviewees is that PC provides learners with valuable public speaking 

and debating skills. According to the educators, this leads to the building of self- esteem, which 

in turn results in constructive attitude changes in schools as well as in the community. The 

teachers also noticed a more positive attitude among educators resulting from the student 

increased self-esteem.  Moreover, interviewees agreed that PC encourages learners to investigate 

various forms of action, crucial to informed decision-making and problem-solving.  This student 

empowerment also led to leadership among the students demonstrated by their willingness to 

take charge in the absence of educators and also from their establishment of, and involvement in 

extra-curricula organization by learners both at school and in the community to the 

implementation of PC (learner support groups, science clubs and NGO workshops). A benefit 

from this leadership was the creation of the opportunity to network with their respective 

counterparts in their communities and at various schools. 

 

The teachers believed that this empowerment and increased interaction has provided students 

with important knowledge of existing school and departmental policies (HIV Aids, teen 

pregnancies and health issues emerged), spurred them to greater classroom development through 

their encouragement of active participation of other learners while becoming responsible for, and 

active in their own lives.  Learners have also gained confidence to address important issues in 

their respective churches and have influenced the attitudes of other learners, teachers, principals 

and community members alike.  In short, the teachers believe that the personal empowerment of 

students from participating in PC allows learners to be optimistic about their future.  

 

Teachers also spoke about the positive impact of PC on their own perspectives about education 

and society.  As teachers, they believe that implementing PC better prepares them to better deal 

with problems faced by their learners. An example given of the impact of this new understanding 

was related by one teacher who noted that her Principal now seeks her opinion on dealing with 

student problems.  In addition, teachers noted that the conduct of PC has given them a better 

understanding and relationships with their community.  This increase in relationships has also 

extended to other educators and several of the teachers noted that PC has become a device for 

greater communication between teachers. 
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PC has not occurred without special challenges that both learners and teachers need to address.  

The teachers in the former Black schools note that their learners face a huge language problem. 

While the majority of learners participating in PC are isi- Zulu speaking, PC showcases are 

presented in English.  Learners feel inadequate to speak English in public and are unwilling to 

present in isi-Zulu. One teacher noted that that in an attempt to gain confidence, learners at her 

school practice every morning, by addressing the learners at school, in English.  In addition, due 

to PC not being taught during school hours, learners who are interested in participating in the 

project are prevented from doing so as they are unable to stay after school. Many learners rely on 

private taxi services in getting to school and back. Participating in PC thus requires of learners to 

make huge personal as well as financial sacrifices.  

 

Teachers also face several challenges in implementing PC.  At Senior Secondary Schools, the 

curriculum does not allow for the teaching of PC during teaching time. Educators are therefore 

compelled to work with learners after school hours. Many educators currently involved with PC 

face this problem.  Attending PC meetings in Pietermaritzburg also pose a challenge as most 

educators rely on public transport.  Another challenge faced by educators is that PC requires of 

learners to engage in research. Many learners however, lack satisfactory reading skills. 

Furthermore, learners do not view newspapers as a resource in spite of it being the only readily 

available and accessible resource. The teaching of PC thus requires educators to teach learners 

who have no prior knowledge, resulting in educators having to be more involved than the 

learners.  

The teachers viewed the change in the social behavior of learners at school as a huge success.  

One teacher noted that many educators at his school have indicated that they have observed a 

meaningful change in the attitudes and behavior of learners. In addition, he has witnessed a 

marked decrease in drug abuse and other social problems due to social awareness campaigns 

initiated by Project Citizen learners.  Another teacher recalled how PC was initially received 

negatively at her school. Teachers questioned the need thereof and viewed it as creating more 

work in their already overloaded teaching allocations. Consequently, only a small group of 

dedicated learners was involved. However, she states that the situation has subsequently 

improved remarkably. The principal and staff now request and fully support the implementation 

of PC. Moreover, they have submitted several proposals for the effective implementation of the 

project. 

 

South African teachers actively involved in the implementation of Project Citizen, all were of the 

opinion that Project Citizen emphasizes the principles of democracy through the democratic 

processes of presentation and selection. The participants stated that the investigation of public 

policy required an examination of the constitution and that such exposure to the constitution 

encouraged teamwork among learners. The participants further shared a common certainty that 

the implementation of Project Citizen in their classrooms provided both teacher and learner with 

the ability to translate Project Citizen into developing lifelong skills of teamwork.  Furthermore, 

the participants reiterated that the exchange of ideas made possible by the application of Project 

Citizen, transformed the classroom from an undemocratic one into one that is democratic and 

participatory. 
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Summary of Qualitative Findings 
 

The nature of qualitative research lends itself more to case-specific, in-depth analysis than 

generalizations.  Yet, given the focus of our research, understanding the similarities and 

differences between the curriculum implementations and students has great importance for 

interpreting the responses given by the students on the quantitative survey especially when we 

are looking for cross-national understanding. 

 

Several points emerge from the review of Poland and South Africa PC programs.  What quickly 

emerges is the variety of implementation methods, student participants and expected objectives 

of Project Citizen as it is used in different countries and even sites within the countries.  Another 

theme that emerges from the qualitative analysis is that teachers engaged in PC are confident in 

its importance to both themselves and their students’ self-image, especially in regards to their 

motivation and effectiveness.  We also see that regards of implementation method, teachers see 

positive impacts in the attitudes of community members as well as local authorities such as 

Principals and other teachers.  Lastly, both cases illuminated practical issues such as resources, 

language, skills and even resistance from community, administrators or other teachers prove to 

be challenges that need to be successfully overcome for Project Citizen to be a success. 

 

Recognizing these factors is important for interpreting how students responded to the different 

parts of the survey and more importantly, why PC seems to have greater impact in different sites 

than in others.  The next section will summarize the quantitative and qualitative results for 

subsequent interpretation for program change and further consideration. 

 

 

Summary of Research Findings 

 

Our analysis of Project Citizen’s impact on student civic knowledge, attitudes and skills set a 

very high standard for demonstrating effect.  The first hurdle was using items designed and 

verified independently from PC and used in other international civic education research.  Thus 

the questions were not prepared with Project Citizen in mind and in fact, may have had little to 

do with potential content PC students would be expected to cover.  Secondly, we used 

benchmark methods for quasi-experimental research conduct and analysis.  We did this through 

random selection of cases and demographically-specific control groups in each country.  The 

statistical analysis employed involved the most rigorous methods by considering class averages 

for individual survey items and a high probability level (.05) for significance.  Setting such high 

standards for demonstrating impact lends confidence to the following quantitative findings. 

 

Our quantitative analysis of the responses from students participating in Project Citizen in 

Poland, South Africa, Ukraine and the United States demonstrate improved civic knowledge in 

two distinct ways.  Firstly, they demonstrated improved civic knowledge from the time they 

started PC to its conclusion.  This improvement was substantively significant in all four cases 

and statistically significant in Poland and Ukraine.  Secondly, PC students demonstrated 

improved civic knowledge when compared to their peers at the end of the program.  Again, this 

finding was substantively significant in its comprehensiveness across the three cases involved in 

the Treatment-Control portion of the study.  From these two findings it becomes apparent that we 
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found students participating in Project Citizen in Poland, South Africa, Ukraine and the US to 

have improved in their civic knowledge both during the program and in comparison to their 

peers.  While many have detracted from Project Citizens as more method than content, it is clear 

from our research that student content knowledge regarding democracy and citizenship can 

improve from participating in Project Citizen.  What is less apparent from the quantitative 

analysis is the degree of the effect and what conditions are both necessary and sufficient for this 

relationship to develop.  While our findings are promising, they are not conclusive and more 

detailed and broader research is required to answer these questions.   

 

We also found statistical evidence that Project Citizen has an impact on student civic attitudes 

and skills in all four of our country sites albeit at different degrees and areas.  After their 

participation in Project Citizen, students in all four countries had significant difference in regards 

to their conceptions of “what is good for democracy” while different pairings of countries 

appeared on other areas of the survey.  Polish students demonstrated the largest number of 

statistically significant results with the US have the second largest number.  The greatest number 

of items exhibiting statistical significance were in the ‘Adult Expectations’ category (10 

questions) and the ‘Class Assignment’ category (7 questions). 

 

Evidence also emerged that PC students in Poland, South Africa and the US differed  

significantly from their non-PC peers in regards to the civic attitudes and skills.  In our 

comparison of PC versus non-PC students in each country, we found similar trends to the 

changes revealed in our pre-post examination of PC students alone.  While no single category of 

questions included significant results for all countries, each category did return some statistically 

significant result.  Among the different pairings on each category the areas of ‘Adult 

Expectations’ (4 questions) and ‘Class Assignment’ (7 questions) emerged again as have the 

most statistically significant results.  Considering this finding with those of the Pre-Post analysis 

leads us to assert that there is clear evidence that Project Citizen has impact on student civic 

attitudes/skills especially in the areas of the civic activities they intend to participate in when 

they become adults and the kind of activities they engage in as part of class assignments.  

Unfortunately, this calculation of number of significant responses is somewhat misleading since 

the student responses were often contradictory to expectations of active citizenship education. 

 

Lastly, our qualitative analysis of the Polish and South African versions of Project Citizen 

revealed some of the defining characteristics necessary for understanding the impact of PC on 

student learning.  It is apparent from our interviews and observations that Project Citizen is being 

conducted with a wide variety of students, for different purposes, over different lengths of time 

in different ways.  It is also apparent that teachers involved in Project Citizen feel very strongly 

that the benefits of the program most strongly impact student, educator and community members 

attitudes about participants motivation and efficacy.  They also consistently note that 

implementation of the program is constrained by practical issues based on contextual factors of 

each site. 
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Interpretation of Findings 

 

It is clear from our research that the Project Citizen students participating in our study improved 

their civic knowledge both during their involvement with the curriculum and compared to their 

non-Project Citizen peers.  This result was found in each country studied although the averaged 

classroom difference between scores did not always meet the level of statistical significance.  

This finding is particularly important for civic education as it adds to the body of work that 

suggests that active methods promote student learning.  Given that Project Citizen does not 

expressly teach content, finding improvement in student civic knowledge among PC students 

demonstrates that content learning is still taking place during the program.  This content learning 

is likely to be occurring through both teacher integration and possibly by student initiative 

depending on the different sites.  We come to this conclusion based on our qualitative research 

that demonstrates very different forms of Project Citizen are being effectively implemented in 

different places.  Our Poland findings suggest that student initiative is key to the learning that is 

taking place since that program is designed to be self-directed by the students themselves.  This 

contrasts with what we found in our South African program and our knowledge of practice in the 

US where teacher integration is much more likely given the teacher’s greater involvement. 

 

From our research, we are confident that Project Citizen does impact student civic attitudes and 

skills but in a manner that varies in degree and focus based on site specific elements.  The 

evidence for this impact was surprisingly limited in scope and lacking any consistent pattern 

across the cases.  This suggests that the impact of Project Citizen on student civic skills and 

attitudes is greatly dependent on contextual factors and also supports prior research on the 

difficulty in changing young people’s attitudes.  

 

When we consider all of the results it becomes apparent that Project Citizen had the greatest 

impact on students in Poland compared to our other cases.  Regardless of the survey breakdown 

(pre-post, post-post, treatment or control) Polish students returned the greatest number of 

statistically significant results in civic knowledge, attitudes and skills.  Information for our 

qualitative research suggests this is likely due to the selective bias inherent in the Polish 

program.  Unlike the other country cases, the Polish program benefits from a consistently biased 

selection of intrinsically motivated, self-selected student participation.  Because the Polish 

program is run as a “club’ activity populated and conducted by students interested in citizenship, 

Project Citizen becomes a vehicle for them to further explore, in a personal, problem-based 

manner, their role as citizens in actually bringing about change.  Prior educational research 

suggests that this type of self-selection by students is an ideal condition for educational success. 

 

However, underscoring how difficult it is to change the attitudes of young people, even in the 

Polish case we do not find consistent evidence for improved civic attitudes/skills resulting from 

their participation in Project Citizen.  Unlike the right and wrong answers on civic knowledge, 

the Polish responses concerning civic attitudes/skills were sometimes contradictory and nuanced.  

Examples of this variation in civic attitudes/skills were found in each country case and suggest 

that a better understanding of the impact of PC on these areas requires more focused and detailed 

research that explicitly takes into account context of the program. 
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Recommendations 

 

After the conduct and analysis of this four-country study of Project Citizen, we are drawn to 

make several recommendations concerning implementation, construction of the curriculum and 

areas for additional research. In the following section we suggest ten recommendations for 

Project Citizen across these different areas and based on the findings of this research. 

 

Project Citizen Implementation 
 

In recent years, the Center for Civic Education has initiated an increased effort to standardize the 

training and implementation of Project Citizen around the world.  It is our understanding that this 

increased emphasis on standardization is the result of concerns over the quality of the program’s 

implementation in various countries and a desire to increase its effectiveness for student learning. 

This effort to improve the quality of the program’s implementation is laudable but our research 

would suggest that aggressive standardization could be more harmful than helpful.  It is clear 

from our research that the implementation of Project Citizen varies considerably based on the 

context of the site.  While this variability may be leading to poor performance in some cases, it is 

also a real strength of the program given the diverse settings in which it is practiced and its 

limited curricular nature.  We have found that depending on curricular space, resource 

constraints, political realities and a host of other factors, Project Citizen has the most impact 

when it is adapted to meet the contextual needs and situations of teachers, students and 

communities.  Our first implementation recommendation regarding the implementation of 

Project Citizen is for the Center for Civic Education to provide a broad spectrum of support 

efforts to assist in the broad range of needs and contexts where the program is implemented.  
One strategy to accomplish this goal is for the Center to identify exemplary programs in various 

contexts to serve as guides for others, in similar scenarios, to provide hand’s on mentoring.  This 

has the additional benefit of reducing the reliance on the Center’s administrative resources and 

improving the network of Project Citizen providers.  Key to the efficacy of this recommendation 

is a better understanding of the critical dimension of implementation to use as selection criteria 

for the mentoring partnerships. 

 

One such criteria would certainly be related to the curricular space available for program 

implementation.  Our findings suggest that Project Citizen has the most apparent impact when it 

is conducted as an extra-curricular activity with interested students.  While our findings suggest 

this as the most effective program implementation strategy, limiting the program to this one 

application would also limit its utility for other groups who can also have limited benefits from 

the program.  Therefore, our second implementation recommendation is for the Center for Civic 

Education to consider the development of different versions of Project Citizen based upon 

implementation strategy.  We would suggest at least two version of PC:  whole-class and extra-

curricular.  Currently, PC is being implemented in both ways with confusing and limited results.  

Focusing the implementation strategy of the program on curricular space will allow for specific 

adaptations targeted to address the challenges, opportunities and needs of these two different 

applications of the program should ease the difficulties that teachers have in starting it and 

improve its impact on student learning. 
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A third recommendation for implementation comes from our finding regarding the limited effect 

on student civic attitudes and skills. Other research regarding attitude development of young 

people suggests that educational impact on attitudes is inversely related to student age.  This 

research, taken into consideration with our findings suggests that Project Citizen’s limited impact 

may be another manifestation of the age-related, attitudinal entrenchment of student’s who 

participate in the program.  If Project Citizen is to truly fulfill its goal for participants to, 

“develop support for democratic values and principles, tolerance, and feelings of political 

efficacy” then it should be used by younger children.
5
  Our third implementation 

recommendation is that the Center for Civic Education should focus on the development of an 

early elementary version of Project Citizen to assist educators in teaching civic attitudes and 
skills to children at a more developmentally appropriate age.  Our findings combined with other 

attitudinal research suggests that Project Citizen will always have a limited effect on the 

development of civic attitudes/skills until it is implemented at earlier grade levels. 

 

 

Project Citizen Curriculum 
 

Since Project Citizen lacks explicit content, it is open to interpretation of both knowledge to be 

learned as well as attitudes and skills to be gained.  Therefore, each time students participate in 

the program, their learning is completely dependent on the teacher and form of implementation 

of the program.  Thus any civic learning (knowledge/attitudes/skills) is completely ad hoc and 

dependent on individual site practice.  This openness is probably one of the reasons that PC has 

been attempted in so many locales but it is also the likely culprit why finding evidence of impact 

has been so elusive.  We offer two recommendations below to attempt to improve the 

consistency and quality of the impact on student learning of Project Citizen, based on our 

research, without limiting its applicability.  

 

Based on our findings, we have two curricular recommendations regarding the current design of 

Project Citizen as it is implemented in our several study sites.  The first comes from our finding 

that students participating in Project Citizen demonstrate improvement of civic knowledge even 

though Project Citizen does not have any explicit content as part of its design.  Our first 

curricular recommendation is for the Center for Civic Education to develop content guides for 
the inclusion of explicit content into the program.  Instead of set content, that we believe would 

reduce implementation opportunities, these guides should identify categories and concepts of 

democracy education that can be linked to the Project Citizen process.  By creating effective 

guides for content integration, we would expect to see increased and consistent learning by PC 

participants instead of the ad hoc learning that is taking place now.  In keeping with our earlier 

recommendation regarding developmental appropriateness, we would also add that this is even 

more important for PC curriculum geared towards older participants when attitudes are less 

amenable to change but knowledge base remains open to development. 

 

Our finding of the limited impact of Project Citizen on civic attitudes/skills also leads us to 

suggest curricular changes.  As we have noted earlier, attempting to impact older students’ 

attitudes is a very difficult thing to do and is unlikely to result from the osmosis of conducting 

problem-based learning.  Therefore, our second curricular recommendation is to link the 

                                                 
5 Center for Civic Education website - http://www.civiced.org/index.php?page=introduction , 6/14/2007. 
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activities of Project Citizen to explicit citizenship attitudes and skills that are reinforced 
throughout the program.  We are not suggesting that the Center identify the ‘good’ traits of 

citizenship for all students in every country.  We are suggesting that since PC everywhere 

involves students in a similar project with similar steps, there are a set of attitudes that are 

necessary for completion of those steps and consistent with the process that should be reinforced 

explicitly.  Our recommendation is to simply replace the implicit attitudinal teaching and 

learning that is currently taking place in PC and make it explicit.  This would mean that the 

Center would need to modify the curriculum such that the attitudes and skills of the PC process 

would be identified and directly linked to democratic citizenship instead of expecting students to 

make the connections themselves.  Lesson plans that go along with the PC program could be 

used to teach students these traits and their necessity and application to their own lives and 

community.  Again, this inclusion of explicit attitudinal content would likely be more effective 

with students of younger ages than typically participate in PC currently. 

 

Our third curricular recommendation is that Project Citizen be redesigned as a three tiered 

curriculum based on developmentally appropriate practice for early, middle and adult learners.  
This recommendation obviously follows from our early recommendations and is based on the 

conclusion that different ages of learners require different types learning.  The most obvious 

ramification of this recommendation would be the development of an early grades Project 

Citizen that would focus more on attitudinal development and basic concepts, a middle-grades 

version with explicit attitudes and content connections and an adult learner version that was more 

content rich.  By following this recommendation, we would expect Project Citizen to not only 

involve more participants but also have greater impact on student learning. 

 

 

Project Citizen Research 
 

While our research has cast light upon some critical elements and impact of Project Citizen it has 

raised a variety of other questions that require attention.  The issue that repeatedly presented 

itself for additional research is the importance of context.   As noted earlier, since Project Citizen 

is so generic it is used in a variety of applications, with different student populations for different 

purposes.  Since all of these variables impact student learning through the program it is 

impossible to understand Project Citizen without understanding context.  Our first research 

recommendation is to identify the key contextual factors for Project Citizen and examine their 

impact on student learning through the program.  This recommendation is unlikely to be 

achieved through any single study but will likely require a full agenda involving multiple sites 

over time.  While costly in time and resources, we believe the true impact of Project Citizen is 

unlikely to emerge until the influence of these contextual issues is more fully understood.  

Without identification of key contextual factors, future PC research will continue the “apples to 

oranges” analysis of the past or be narrowly constrained to site specific, non-generalizable case 

studies. While both types of studies have value, neither is sufficient for furthering our current 

understanding of Project Citizen. 

 

Our second research recommendation is to explore our finding that PC students are making 

knowledge gains in a program without content.  Several different hypotheses are possible but 

understanding what is actually taking place is important not only for PC but also for the field of 
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civic education in general.  With the advent of high stakes testing, the impetus for using active 

teaching learning methods (like problem-base learning) has dwindled.  Teachers are often 

pressured to ‘teach to the test’ in an attempt to boost student scores instead of improving student 

knowledge.  Understanding the learning taking place in a content-light program like PC could 

help us better understand the role that active methods can play in student knowledge acquisition.  

While this research recommendation would be of most benefit to the larger field of civic 

education it would also help PC by underscoring the need for such programs even in an era of 

standardized testing. 

 

Our third research recommendation is for additional research focused on understanding our 
finding of the limited impact on civic attitudes and skills among our participants.  Anecdotal and 

qualitative evidence suggest that students relate and teachers observe changes in students 

attitudes from participating in Project Citizen.  However, our research reveals very little and no 

consistent quantifiable evidence of this observed impact.  If citizenship education is concerned 

with knowledge, attitudinal and skill acquisition, we need to understand the means and 

limitations of developing all of these areas in our young people.  Focused research on attitudinal 

change among PC students could make an important contribution in this area. 

 

Lastly, our research disclosed several surprising findings among student participants in Project 

Citizen that spark a desire for more detail research.  Such findings, like those on page 26 (figure 

19), revealing that US students view peaceful protest against an unjust law being less good for 

democracy after participating in the program, begs for additional consideration.  Without such 

research we do not know whether this finding is the result of PC leading to disenchantment 

among the students or an increased sense of efficacy.  Our fourth research recommendation is 

for detailed, focused, site specific studies to explore the surprising findings resulting from 
previous and current PC studies. Clearly, if Project Citizen is to continue to be used the Center 

and its funders will want to know why students are answering questions in such surprising ways. 

 

 

Conclusion

 

We emerge from this long, complex and multi-national research convinced that Project Citizen 

impacts student civic knowledge, attitudes and skills.  However, the scope and degree of this 

impact varies greatly among different sites in the study with some countries showing little 

statistical evidence of impact while others show a great deal.  Understanding of this impact is 

confounded by the very element that has made Project Citizen so widely used – its flexibility.  

Because Project Citizen is generic by design and so readily adapted in practice, discerning the 

direct impact of the curriculum on student civic knowledge, attitudes and skills has proved to be 

very challenging task.   

 

Although this research has been challenging it has not proved impossible.  We have found 

statistical and substantively significant results of Project Citizens impact on civic knowledge, 

attitudes and skills for each country in our study to varying degrees.  What now remains is to 

better understand what factors create this variance and how this information can make this 

widely-used curriculum more effective in teaching the generation of citizens. 
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Executive Summary of Findings 

 

Over the past two years, our mixed-method case study research has examined one of the most 

successful curricular programs arising out of the civic education assistance movement: We the 

People: Project Citizen (PC).  Project Citizen is a problem-based learning curriculum for middle, 

secondary and post-secondary students developed and promoted by the Center for Civic 

Education.  By working with partners in four countries, Poland, South Africa, Ukraine and the 

US, we now have a better understanding of the strengths and challenges for implementing this 

important program and suggest possible considerations for adapting the program to increase its 

effectiveness. 

 

Our analysis of Project Citizen’s impact on student civic knowledge, attitudes and skills set a 

very high standard for demonstrating effect.  The first hurdle was using items designed and 

verified independently from PC and used in other international civic education research.  Thus 

the questions were not prepared with Project Citizen in mind and in fact, may have had little to 

do with potential content PC students would be expected to cover.  Secondly, we used 

benchmark methods for quasi-experimental research conduct and analysis.  We did this through 

random selection of cases and demographically-specific control groups in each country.  The 

statistical analysis employed involved the most rigorous methods by considering class averages 

for individual survey items and a high probability level (.05) for significance.  Setting such high 

standards for demonstrating impact lends confidence to the following quantitative findings. 

 

Our quantitative analysis of the responses from students participating in Project Citizen in 

Poland, South Africa, Ukraine and the United States demonstrate improved civic knowledge in 

two distinct ways.  Firstly, they demonstrated improved civic knowledge from the time they 

started PC to its conclusion.  This improvement was substantively significant in all four cases 

and statistically significant in Poland and Ukraine.  Secondly, PC students demonstrated 

improved civic knowledge when compared to their peers at the end of the program.  Again, this 

finding was substantively significant in its comprehensiveness across the three cases involved in 

the Treatment-Control portion of the study.  From these two findings it becomes apparent that we 

found students participating in Project Citizen in Poland, South Africa, Ukraine and the US to 

have improved in their civic knowledge both during the program and in comparison to their 

peers.  While many have detracted from Project Citizens as more method than content, it is clear 

from our research that student content knowledge regarding democracy and citizenship can 

improve from participating in Project Citizen.  What is less apparent from the quantitative 

analysis is the degree of the effect and what conditions are both necessary and sufficient for this 

relationship to develop.  While our findings are promising, they are not conclusive and more 

detailed and broader research is required to answer these questions.   

 

We also found statistical evidence that Project Citizen has an impact on student civic attitudes 

and skills in all four of our country sites albeit at different degrees and areas.  After their 

participation in Project Citizen, students in all four countries had significant difference in regards 

to their conceptions of “what is good for democracy” while different pairings of countries 

appeared on other areas of the survey.  Polish students demonstrated the largest number of 

statistically significant results with the US have the second largest number.  The greatest number 
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of items exhibiting statistical significance were in the ‘Adult Expectations’ category (10 

questions) and the ‘Class Assignment’ category (7 questions). 

 

Evidence also emerged that PC students in Poland, South Africa and the US differed  

significantly from their non-PC peers in regards to the civic attitudes and skills.  In our 

comparison of PC versus non-PC students in each country, we found similar trends to the 

changes revealed in our pre-post examination of PC students alone.  While no single category of 

questions included significant results for all countries, each category did return some statistically 

significant result.  Among the different pairings on each category the areas of ‘Adult 

Expectations’ (4 questions) and ‘Class Assignment’ (7 questions) emerged again as have the 

most statistically significant results.  Considering this finding with those of the Pre-Post analysis 

leads us to assert that there is clear evidence that Project Citizen has impact on student civic 

attitudes/skills especially in the areas of the civic activities they intend to participate in when 

they become adults and the kind of activities they engage in as part of class assignments.  

Unfortunately, this calculation of number of significant responses is somewhat misleading since 

the student responses were often contradictory to expectations of active citizenship education. 

 

Lastly, our qualitative analysis of the Polish and South African versions of Project Citizen 

revealed some of the defining characteristics necessary for understanding the impact of PC on 

student learning.  It is apparent from our interviews and observations that Project Citizen is being 

conducted with a wide variety of students, for different purposes, over different lengths of time 

in different ways.  It is also apparent that teachers involved in Project Citizen feel very strongly 

that the benefits of the program most strongly impact student, educator and community members 

attitudes about participants motivation and efficacy.  They also consistently note that 

implementation of the program is constrained by practical issues based on contextual factors of 

each site. 

 

 

Recommendations 

 

After the conduct and analysis of this four-country study of Project Citizen, we are drawn to 

make several recommendations concerning implementation, construction of the curriculum and 

areas for additional research. In the following section we suggest ten recommendations for 

Project Citizen across these different areas and based on the findings of this research. 

 

1. The Center for Civic Education should provide a broad spectrum of support efforts to assist 

in the broad range of needs and contexts where the program is implemented.  
 

2. The Center for Civic Education should consider the development of different versions of 

Project Citizen based upon implementation strategy.   

 

3. The Center for Civic Education should focus on the development of an early elementary 

version of Project Citizen to assist educators in teaching civic attitudes and skills to children 

at a more developmentally appropriate age.   
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4. The Center for Civic Education should develop content guides for the inclusion of explicit 

content into the program.   

 

5. Project Citizen needs explicit links to citizenship attitudes and skills that are reinforced 

throughout the program.   

 

6. Project Citizen should be redesigned as a three tiered curriculum based on developmentally 

appropriate practice for early, middle and adult learners.   

 

7. Research is needed to identify the key contextual factors for Project Citizen and examine 

their impact on student learning through the program.   

 

8. Research is needed to explore our finding that PC students are making knowledge gains in a 

program without content.   

 

9. Research is needed focused on understanding our finding of the limited impact on civic 

attitudes and skills among our participants.  
 

10. Research is needed for detailed, focused, site specific studies to explore the surprising 

findings resulting from previous and current PC studies.  
 

 

Conclusion

 

We emerge from this long, complex and multi-national research convinced that Project Citizen 

impacts student civic knowledge, attitudes and skills.  However, the scope and degree of this 

impact varies greatly among different sites in the study with some countries showing little 

statistical evidence of impact while others show a great deal.  Understanding of this impact is 

confounded by the very element that has made Project Citizen so widely used – its flexibility.  

Because Project Citizen is generic by design and so readily adapted in practice, discerning the 

direct impact of the curriculum on student civic knowledge, attitudes and skills has proved to be 

very challenging task.   

 

Although this research has been challenging it has not proved impossible.  We have found 

statistical and substantively significant results of Project Citizens impact on civic knowledge, 

attitudes and skills for each country in our study to varying degrees.  What now remains is to 

better understand what factors create this variance and how this information can make this 

widely-used curriculum more effective in teaching the generation of citizens. 
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TEACHING FOR DEMOCRACY 

Fact Sheet 

Project Citizen and Civic Knowledge 
 

! In Pre-Post tests, Polish students demonstrated a statistically significant increase in averaged correct 

responses for 9 of the 14 questions. 

 

! In Pre-Post tests, Ukrainian students demonstrated a statistically significant increase in averaged 

correct responses for 13 of the 14 questions. 

 

! In Pre-Post tests, all students (Polish, South African, Ukrainian & US) showed an overall 

improvement of approximately 5% in their civic knowledge as demonstrated by averaged percent of 

correct answers. 

 

! In Pre-Post tests, PC students showed improved knowledge in all but 10 cases out of 56 possible.  

Thus, 82% of the time students improved their civic knowledge while participating in PC. 

 

! Treatment-Control Post tests, did not return any statistically significant average differences in student 

civic knowledge.    

 

! In Treatment-Control Post tests, the mean difference in averaged scores between Treatment Post and 

Control Post was less than 5% correct for any country 

 

! In Treatment-Control Post tests, the PC students in all countries outperformed their non-PC peers 

95% of the time on civic knowledge questions. 

 

 

Project Citizen and Civic Attitudes/Skills 
 

! In Pre-Post tests, only 31 items of a total 280 possible responses (11%) returned statistically 

significant differences between class averaged scores. 

 

! In Pre-Post tests, the students in Poland demonstrated the most statistically significant differences 

(18) with the United States have the second largest number (9). 

 

! In Pre-Post tests, Polish students taking PC indicated that expectations of immigrants giving up 

languages and customs was “Very Bad” for democracy. 

 

! In Pre-Post tests, Polish students taking PC indicated that government responsibilities should include 

basic health care, provide industries with support to grow, reduce differences in income, provide basic 

free education. 

 

! In Pre-Post tests, Polish students taking PC indicated that as an adult they expected to join a political 

party, write letters to newspapers, be a political candidate, volunteer, collect money for social causes, 

collect signatures on petitions, participate in non-violent protest, paint protest grafitti and occupy 

buildings in protest. 
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! In Pre-Post tests, Polish students taking PC indicated that as part of a school assignment they had 

collected information on community issues from media resources and government offices. 

 

! In Pre-Post tests, Polish students taking PC indicated that in the last 6 months they had spoken with a 

government official about community issues and tried to get other people to support solution(s) to 

community problems. 

 

! In Pre-Post tests, South African students taking PC indicated that peaceful protest against unjust laws 

was “good for democracy”. 

 

! In Pre-Post tests, South African students taking PC indicated increased effectiveness to take part in 

political and public life. 

 

! In Pre-Post tests, Ukrainian students taking PC indicated that wealthy influence over government was 

not “good for democracy”. 

 

! In Pre-Post tests, Ukrainian students taking PC indicated that they believed less in the value of 

following political issues in the media as a trait of good citizenship. 

 

! In Pre-Post tests, US students taking PC were less likely to see peaceful protest as good for 

democracy. 

 

! In Pre-Post tests, US students taking PC were less likely to see voting in every election to be a trait of 

good citizenship. 

 

! In Pre-Post tests, US students taking PC were more likely to view the reduction of differences in 

income as responsibility of government.  

 

! In Pre-Post tests, US students taking PC were less likely to expect to volunteer their time for poor or 

elderly people as adults. 

 

! In Pre-Post tests, US students taking PC were more likely to indicate that as part of a class assignment 

they had spoken with a government official about community problems, tried to get other people to 

support solutions to problems, written a letter to a government official, attended a local council 

meeting and met with an interest group to gather information. 

 

! In Treatment-Control Post tests, the students in Poland demonstrated the most statistically significant 

differences (13) with the United States have the second largest number (6). 

 

! In Treatment-Control Post tests, only 21 items of a total 280 possible responses (8%) returned 

statistically significant differences between class averaged scores. 

 

! In Treatment-Control Post tests, the Polish PC students were more likely to see having many different 

organizations as good for democracy and wealthy influence over government as bad democracy than 

their non-PC peers. 

 

! In Treatment-Control Post tests, the Polish PC students were more likely to expect as an adult to vote 

in national elections, collect signatures on petitions and participate in non-violent protest and less 

likely to write letters to newspapers than their non-PC peers. 
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! In Treatment-Control Post tests, the Polish PC students were less likely to report having gathered 

information on community problems from media sources than their non-PC peers. 

 

! In Treatment-Control Post tests, the Polish PC students were less likely to report having spoken with 

a government official, tried to get others to support solutions and met with interest groups as part of a 

class assignment than their non-PC peers. 

 

! In Treatment-Control Post tests, the Polish PC students were less likely to report having cooperating 

with others to handle problems in the community than their non-PC peers. 

 

! In Treatment-Control Post tests, the Polish PC students were more likely to report effectiveness in 

communicating ideas to others and cooperating with others than their non-PC peers. 

 

! In Treatment-Control Post tests, the South African PC students were more likely to see peaceful 

protest as good for democracy than their non-PC peers. 

 

! In Treatment-Control Post tests, the South African PC students were more likely to see voting in 

every election as important for good citizenship. 

 

! In Treatment-Control Post tests, the US PC students were less likely to see patriotism and loyalty to 

country as important to good citizenship than their non-PC peers. 

 

! In Treatment-Control Post tests, the US PC students were more likely to report having cooperated 

with other to handle community problems than their non-PC peers. 

 

! In Treatment-Control Post tests, the US PC students were more likely to report having spoken with a 

government official, tried to get others to support solutions, written letters to officials and phone 

officials as part of a class assignment than their non-PC peers. 

 

! When comparing the statistically significant responses between the Pre-Post tests and the In 

Treatment-Control Post tests we find only 10 questions overlapping (2%). 

 

 

Qualitative Findings for Poland and South Africa 

 

! There exists variety of implementation methods, student participants and expected objectives 

of Project Citizen as it is used in different countries and even sites within the countries. 
 

! Teachers engaged in PC are confident in its importance to both themselves and their 

students’ self-image, especially in regards to their motivation and effectiveness.   
 

! Teachers see positive impacts in the attitudes of community members as well as local 

authorities such as Principals and other teachers.   
 

! Practical issues such as resources, language, skills and even resistance from community, 

administrators or other teachers prove to be challenges that need to be successfully overcome 

for Project Citizen to be a success. 
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International Study of Civic Education 

Student Questionnaire 

The questions which follow are being asked to students of your age in three countries to 

help us understand what students know about democracy. 

Your answers will be CONFIDENTIAL.  Your teachers will not see them.  Other students 

will not see them.  Please be careful in reading the instructions and answer the questions 

honestly.  

 This test booklet is divided in three parts. Stop when you complete each part and ask your 

teacher for instructions to go forward. 
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PART ONE 

DIRECTIONS:  Please answer each question to the best of your ability.  Choose only one answer 

for each question. 

  

 

1.    On what date were you born?  Write in month, day and year.  ___ Month ___ Day ___ Year 

 

2.    Are you a girl or a boy?  Girl  Boy 

 

3.    Which best describes you?  

 

       A. African American  B. Asian C. Caucasian  D. Hispanic 

 E. Other 

      

4.   Were you born in the United States? No  Yes  

  

5.    How often do you speak English at home?   

 

        Never   Sometimes  Always (or almost always) 

 

6.    Do you get a daily newspaper at home?  No  Yes 

 

7.   How many books are there in your home? Do not count newspapers, magazines or books for school; 

 

       A. None   B. 1 – 50  C. 50 – 100  D. More than 

100 

      

 8.   How many years of further education do you expect to complete after this year?  Please include 

vocational education and/or higher education.  

 

A. 0 years  B. 1 - 2 years   C. 3 - 4 years  D. 5 - 6  or more years 

 

9.   How far in school did your mother and father go?   

                Mother  Father 

      Finished elementary school     _____  _____  

      Finished some high school     _____  _____  

      Finished high school      _____  _____ 

      Some vocational/ technical education after high school  _____  _____ 

      Some community college, college, or university courses  _____  _____ 

      Completed a bachelor degree at a college or university     _____  _____  

      I don’t know 

 

10.  Have you had a course in civic education or social studies or government or in education for 

democracy?   Yes   No  

 

11.  What clubs or other student associations do you most participate in?  __________________________ 

 

  

When you have finished Part One do not proceed any further until instructed to do so. 
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PART TWO 

 

DIRECTIONS:  All of the questions are incomplete statements and is followed by four possible 

answers. You are to decide which one of these answers is the best fit.  Circle the answer you think is 

correct.  

 

Here is an example: 

E1.  Which of the following is a nation? 

      A. Tokyo 

      B. Australia 

      C. Copenhagen 

      D. Montreal 

Since Australia is a nation and the others are only cities, you should have circled the answer B. 

 

Circle only one answer for each question. If you want to change an answer, be sure to erase the 

wrong circle completely. Read each question carefully and answer it as well as you can. Do NOT 

spend too much time on any one question. If you are not sure about the answer to a question, 

choose the answer you think is best and continue with the next question on the test.   

 

 

 

12.    Which of the following is an accurate statement about laws?   

  

     A. Laws forbid or require certain actions. 

     B. Laws are made by the police. 

     C. Laws are valid only if all citizens have voted to accept them. 

     D. Laws prevent criticism of the government. 

 

 

13.    Which of the following is a political right?       

 

      A. The right of pupils to learn about politics in school 

      B. The right of citizens to vote and run for election 

      C. The right of adults to have a job 

      D. The right of politicians to have a salary 

 

 

14.    A woman who has a young child is interviewed for a job at a travel agency. Which of the following 

is an example of discrimination? She does not get the job because... 

 

      A. she has no previous experience. 

      B. she is a mother. 

      C. she speaks only one language. 

      D. she demands a high salary. 
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15.    In a democratic country having many organizations for people to join is important because this 

provides... 

  

     A. A group to defend members who are arrested. 

     B. Many sources of taxes for the government. 

     C. Opportunities to express different points of view. 

     D. A way for the government to tell people about new laws. 

 

 

16.   In democratic countries, what is the function of having more than one political party? 

 

      A. To represent different interests in the national legislature [e.g. Parliament, 

 Congress] 

      B. To limit political corruption 

      C. To prevent political demonstrations 

      D. To encourage economic competition 

 

 

17.   In a democratic political system, which of the following should govern the country? 

 

      A. Moral or religious leaders 

      B. A small group of well-educated people 

      C. Popularly elected representatives 

      D. Experts on government and political affairs 

 

 

18.   What is the major purpose of the United Nations? 

 

      A. Safeguarding trade between countries 

      B. Maintaining peace and security among countries 

      C. Deciding where countries and boundaries should be  

      D. Keeping criminals from escaping to other countries 

 

 

19.   Which of the following is most likely to cause a government to be called non-democratic? 

  

     A. People are prevented from criticizing [not allowed to criticize] the government. 

     B. The political parties criticize each other often. 

     C. People must pay very high taxes. 

     D. Every citizen has the right to a job. 

 

 

20.   Which of the following is most likely to happen if a large publisher buys many of the [smaller] 

newspapers in a country? 

 

      A. Government censorship of the news is more likely. 

      B. There will be less diversity of opinions presented. 

      C. The price of the country’s newspapers will be lowered. 

      D. The amount of advertising in the newspapers will be reduced. 
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Circle the correct answer for each question based on this imaginary political leaflet. 

We citizens have had enough! 

A vote for the Silver Party means a vote for higher taxes. 

It means an end to economic growth and a waste of our nation’s resources. 

Vote instead for economic growth and free enterprise.   

Vote for more money left in everyone’s wallet! 

Let’s not waste another 4 years! Vote for the Gold Party. 

 

 

 

 

 

21.   This is an election leaflet which has probably been issued by... 

 

      A. The Silver Party. 

      B. A party or group running against the Silver Party. 

      C. A group which tries to be sure elections are fair. 

      D. The Silver Party and the Gold Party together. 

 

 

22.   The authors of the leaflet think that higher taxes are... 

 

      A. A good thing. 

      B. Necessary in a free market economy. 

      C. Necessary for economic growth. 

      D. A bad thing. 

 

 

23.   The party or group that has issued this leaflet is likely also to be in favor of... 

 

      A. Reducing government control of the economy. 

      B. Lowering of the voting age. 

      C. Capital punishment. 

      D. More frequent elections. 

 

 

 

The next question differs from those earlier in the test. The following question contains three 

statements of fact and one statement of opinion.  Read each question, and then choose the BEST 

OPINION. 

 

24.   Three of these statements are facts and one is an opinion.  Which of the following is an opinion? 

 

      A. Actions by individual countries are the best ways to solve environmental problems. 

      B. Many countries contribute to the pollution of the environment. 

      C. Some countries offer to cooperate in order to diminish acid rain. 

      D. Water pollution often comes from several different sources. 
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The next question differs from those earlier in the test. The following question contains three 

statements of opinion and one statement of fact. Read each question, and then choose the FACT. 

 

 

25.   Three of these statements are opinions and one is a fact. Circle the fact. 

 

      A. People with very low incomes should not pay any taxes. 

      B. In many countries rich people pay higher taxes than poor people. 

      C. It is fair that some citizens pay higher taxes than others. 

      D. Donations to charity are the best way to reduce differences between rich and poor. 

 

 

STOP!

When you have finished Part Two, do not go on to Part Three until the examiner tells you to do so. 
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 PART THREE 

  

Section A:  Democracy 

You are going to read a list of things that might happen in a country that is a democracy.  Each one 

of them could either be good or have positive results for democracy or it could be bad and have 

negative results for democracy.  There are no right answers and no wrong answers to these 

questions.  Please place an “X” in the box in the column which best fits your opinion.  

What is good and bad for 

democracy? 

Very bad 

for

democracy

Somewhat

bad for 

democracy

Somewhat

good for 

democracy

Very good 

for

democracy

Don’t

know/

doesn’t

apply

A1. When differences in income and 

wealth between rich and poor are small
1 2 3 4 5

A2. When political leaders give jobs in 

the government to family
1 2 3 4 5

A3. When newspapers are free of all 

government control
1 2 3 4 5

A4. When one company owns all the 

newspapers
1 2 3 4 5

A5. When immigrants are expected to 

give up languages and customs
1 2 3 4 5

A6. When people are critical of the 

government are forbidden from 

speaking at meetings

1 2 3 4 5

A7. When courts and judges are 

influenced by politicians
1 2 3 4 5

A8. When many different 

organizations are available for people 

to belong

1 2 3 4 5

A9. When young people have an 

obligation to participate in activities to 

benefit the community 

1 2 3 4 5

A10. When a minimum income is 

assured for everyone
1 2 3 4 5

A11. When political parties have 

different opinions on important issues
1 2 3 4 5

A12. When laws that women claim are 

unfair to them are changed
1 2 3 4 5

A13. When people refuse to obey a law 

which violates human rights
1 2 3 4 5

A14. When newspapers are forbidden 

to publish stories that might offend 

some groups

1 2 3 4 5

A15. When wealthy business people 

have more influence on government 

than others

1 2 3 4 5

A16. When people peacefully protest 

against a law they believe to be unjust
1 2 3 4 5
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Section B:  Good Citizens 

In the this section there are some statements that could be used to explain what  

a good adult citizen is or what a good adult citizen does.  For each of these statements, please place 

an “X” in the box in the column which best fits your opinion. 

 

 

An adult who is a good citizen 
Not

important 

Somewhat

unimportant 

Somewhat

important 

Very

important 

Don't

know 

B1. Obeys the law 

 
1 2 3 4 0 

B2. Votes in every elections 

 
1 2 3 4 0 

B3. Joins a political party 

 
1 2 3 4 0 

B4. Would participate in a peaceful 

protest against a law believed to be 

unjust 

 

1 2 3 4 0 

B5. Follows political issues in the 

newspaper, on the radio or on TV 

 

1 2 3 4 0 

B6. Participates in activities to 

benefit people in the community 

 

1 2 3 4 0 

B7. Takes part in activities promoting 

human rights 

 

1 2 3 4 0 

B8. Engages in political discussions 

 
1 2 3 4 0 

B9. Takes part in activities to protect 

the environment 

 

1 2 3 4 0 

B10. Is patriotic and loyal to the 

country 

 

1 2 3 4 0 
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Section C:  Government 

Below you will find some statements about the responsibilities of the government.  What 

responsibilities should the government have?  Read each of these statements and put an “X” in the 

appropriate box to decide whether what is described should or should not be the government’s 

responsibility. 

What responsibilities 

should government 

have?

Definitely

should not be 

the

government’s 

responsibility 

Probably

should not be 

the

government’s 

responsibility 

Probably

should be the 

government’s 

responsibility 

Definitely

should be the 

government’s 

responsibility 

Don't

know

C1. To guarantee a job 

for everyone who wants 

one

1 2 3 4 0

C2. To keep prices under 

control
1 2 3 4 0

C3. To provide basic 

health care for everyone
1 2 3 4 0

C4. To provide industries 

with the support they 

need to grow

1 2 3 4 0

C5. To reduce differences 

in income and wealth 

among people

1 2 3 4 0

C6. To provide free basic 

education for all
1 2 3 4 0

C7. To ensure equal 

political opportunities for 

men and women

1 2 3 4 0

C8. To control pollution 

of the environment
1 2 3 4 0

C9. To guarantee peace 

and order within the 

country

1 2 3 4 0

C10. To promote honesty 

and moral behavior 

among people in the 

country

1 2 3 4 0
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Section M:  Political Action 

Listed below are several types of action that adults could take: When you are an adult, what do you 

expect that you will do?  Put an “X” in the appropriate box for each action to show how likely you 

would be to do it. 

I will

certainly

not do 

this

I will 

probably

not do 

this

I will 

probably

do

I will 

certainly

do this 

Don't

know

M1. Vote in national elections 1 2 3 4 0

M2. Join a political party 1 2 3 4 0

M3. Write letters to a newspaper about social 

or political concerns
1 2 3 4 0

M4. Be a candidate for a local or city office 1 2 3 4 0

M5. Volunteer time to help [benefit] [poor or 

elderly] people in the community
1 2 3 4 0

M6. Collect money for a social cause 1 2 3 4 0

M7. Collect signatures for a petition 1 2 3 4 0

M8. Participate in a non-violent protest march 

or rally
1 2 3 4 0

M9. Spray-paint protest slogans on walls 1 2 3 4 0

M10. Occupy public buildings as a form of 

protest.
1 2 3 4 0

Section O:  Civic Skills

This section asks you about activities you have engaged in .  There are no right or wrong answers.   

Put an “X” in the appropriate box for each action to show how likely you would be to do it. 

 

 

As part of a school assignment or for some other reason, have you gathered 

information on problems in your community or country from: 
Often Sometimes Never

O5. Media resources (e.g. newspapers, radio, television, Internet, library) [3] [2] [1] 

O6. Professors or scholars [3] [2] [1] 

O7. Lawyers or judges [3] [2] [1] 

O8. Community organizations or nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) [3] [2] [1] 

O9. Government offices [3] [2] [1] 

O10. Family and friends [3] [2] [1] 
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Within the last six months, have you as a part 

of a class assignment or for some other 

reason:

More than 

once
Once

Have

considered
Did not do 

O11. spoken with a government official about 

problems in your community?  
[4] [3] [2] [1] 

O12. tried to get other people to support your 

solution to a problem in your community or 

country? 

[4] [3] [2] [1] 

O13. written a letter to a government official? [4] [3] [2] [1] 

O14. phoned a government official? [4] [3] [2] [1] 

O15. attended a local council meeting? [4] [3] [2] [1] 

O16. made an appointment and visited a 

government official by yourself or with a group? 
[4] [3] [2] [1] 

O17. met with members of interest groups to 

obtain information? 
[4] [3] [2] [1] 

 

 

Please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree 

with the following statements. 

Strongly

agree
Agree Disagree

Strongly

disagree

O19. I think I have a good understanding about the 

political issues that are faced by my country.  

(4) (3) (2) (1) 

O20. I feel that I am ready to take part in a political and 

public life.  

(4) (3) (2) (1) 

O21. I have cooperated with others to handle the 

problems in my community. 

(4) (3) (2) (1) 

O22. I am familiar with the problems that are faced by 

my community.   

(4) (3) (2) (1) 

O23. I often discuss what is happening in national or 

local politics. 

(4) (3) (2) (1) 
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How effective are you for each of the following 

characteristics? 

Very

effective
Effective

Somewhat

ineffective

Very

ineffective

O24. Communicating your ideas with others (4) (3) (2) (1) 

O25. Co-operating with others (4) (3) (2) (1) 

O26. Working with others to solve problems (4) (3) (2) (1) 

O27. Leading a group (4) (3) (2) (1) 

O28. Listening and understanding others’ points of 

view 

(4) (3) (2) (1) 

O29. Compromising to reach a consensus (4) (3) (2) (1) 

 

 

   

  

You have now reached the end of the questions.  If you have some time left go back to check your 

answers and make sure you have answered all the questions you feel you can answer. 

Many thanks for taking the time to complete this questionnaire.  Your answers will help in 

understanding and improving the teaching of democracy around the world. 
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